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Noise

Abst rac t
The three aspects of noise are auditory and non auditory
effects, and evaluative dimensions. A review of the noise
1íterature shows that auditory effects are welI
documented, whereas the considerable research on non

auditory effects racks consistent results. The evaluative
dimension of noise research on a whole lacks

experimentation. specificarly the absence of evaluative
variables in noise research is hypothesized as a limiting
factor to consistent non auditory results. It was

suggested that the inclusion of noise sensitivity as an

organismic variable could bring more stable and

significant results to the performance, frustration
torerance, and mood state effects of noise. Forty noise
sensitive and 40 noise insensitive individuals vrere

randomry praced in either high (74.6 dB(A)) or tow (s2.2

dB(À) ) noise office settings. performance and frustration
tol-erance effects due to noise levers r.rere confirmed with
high noise reducing performance while increasing
frustration. Noise level and sex interacted to produce

higher fatigue scores for females in the low noise

situation than mares but the effect was the opposite in
the high noise situation. Noise sensitive individuars
scored lower on well-being and higher on stress factors
when compared to the non sensitive individuals.
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unfortunately noise sensitivity and noise levers did not
interact to produce a crearer picture of these effects.
However the importance and problems of using noise
sensitivity as an organismic variable in noise research
were discussed.



Noi se

Noise sensitivity: visuar search performance Effects,
and Mood and Frustration Tolerance Aftereffects in the

Presence of Office Noise.

"Noise is a psychorogical concept and is defined as

sound that is unwanted by the ristener because it is
unpleasant, bothersome, interferes with important
activities, or is believed to be physiologically harmful",
(Kryter , 1970). "Noise is any sound that is
physiologicarry arousing and stressful, subjectively
annoying, or disruptive of performance", (Ànastasi, 1964¡

cited in Glass & Singer, 1973). In these definitions,
three important aspects of noise are clearly outlined.
First, noise has auditory effects (u.g., hearing, speech

interference). second, there can be an evaluative or
attitudinal dimension (..g., unpreasant, bothersome,

annoying) to noise. Third, noise produces non auditory
effects (..g., interference with activities, performance

effects, arousal, stress). Arl three of these aspects
contribute to our understanding of the concept of noise.

Yet, these three aspects are not equally researched
and understood. The auditory effects have been well
defined and studied, resurting in set standards and

guidelines for noise reguration (Burns, 1973¡ Mackenzie,

1975). Therefore debate of these effects is not
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necessary, this paper focuses on the two other aspects of
noise. Though there has been a rot of. research done on

the non auditory effects of noise, the experimental

methods and resurts have not been consistentr or well
established (cohen & weinstein, 1981). rn the case of
evaluative or attitudinal aspect of noise, the makeup of
the organism must be of some importance. But, organismic
factors have received relatively little attention. These

include demographic and personality variables. With

respect to the latter, weinstein (1978) has pointed out

that individual differences in sensitivity to noise have

received rittre research attention. The excrusion of
organismic factors courd explain vrhy non auditory effects
of noise have not been wetl understood. The inclusion of
the noise sensitivity variable wourd be the next rogical
step in the progression of the noise research area. rn

the research discussed below, attention is given to the

role of personarity in the non auditory effects of noise

exposure.

NoJl ÀuditoÐt

The study of the non auditory effects of noise is a

large and varied area. rt is not within the scope of this
paper to outline them all, or to review all available
research articles. rnstead the most commonry discussed
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aspects of the non auditory noise effects literature are
presented. Articres discussed irlustrate both the varied
opinions and the present state of the research area. The

list of possible non auditory effects of noise incrude
physiological, annoyance, social behavior, performance,

aftereffects, and affective states. À review of each of
these effects will indicate just how complex, confricting,
and incomplete the research area is.

Phvsioloqical

The physiological area of non auditory effects covers
physiorogicar changes or health problems that can occur

due to exposure to noise. Many researchers would like to
point to a physical health or physiorogical effect of
noise (clark, 1 984; cohen & weinstein, 1991 ¡ Jones, 1 9g3 ) .

cohen and weinstein (1981) reveared that industrial
studies have shown higher morbidity among persons exposed

to at least 3-5 years of sounds of 85 dB(À) or greater,
thereby suggesting that noise can lead to physical
disorders. correlationar studies have shown irregular
pulse rate, circulation, and blood pressure to be

associated with noise-exposed individuars (Jones, 1993).

But, it is the experimental proof that specific
physiologicar responses are induced by noise that most

researchers are interested in.
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To compound the problem, a review of the studies
mentioned in the Jones (1983) paper shows a lack of
descriptions available to help the reader understand the
noise makeup. only the most recent studies (rast 10

years) have even bothered to mention which weighting scare
(4, B, C , etc . , ) v¡as be ing used to gauge noi se IeveIs .

The different weighting scares place different emphasis on

different sound frequency ranges to produce an integrated
decibel (an) rating. For example, the c weighting is such

that sensitivity is the same on arr freguencies, whereas

the À weighting parallels the sensitivity of the human

ear. The importance of other descriptions of noise revel
are discussed in the performance section. The same

conclusion can be drawn by rooking at Gawron's (1ggz) list
of noise research that produced effects. poulton's (197g)

review found the same lack of descriptions of noise
measurement used. The lack of consistent or crearly
defined noise levers in research has onry confounded the
noise research area more.

Even with clearty def ined noise 1eve1s, t.he

rerationship between noise and hearth may be very hard to
estabrish (c1ark, 1984). Individual differences in human

physiology and the measurement of these variabres may be a
hinderance. Sharp, swiney, Dansby, Hyatt, and schimmel
(1977 ) while studying a tracking task, found no
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significant physiological response differences in
erectromyographic potential or heart rate when noise (a+

dB(À), household noise) was introduced versus the baserine
(no noise) measure. They suggested that individual
differences accounted for the results, with the individual
having differing stress, arousar and coping strategies to
influence the results in some complex manner.

sometimes the problems in finding resurts are based

on research design and measurement limitations.
Finkelman, Zeit1.in, Romoff, Friend, and Brown (197g)

reviewed articles illustrating the effect of noise on

cardiac response. Then, in their own study they could not
find a noise (90 dB intermittent white noisei weighting
unspecified versus quiet) stress effect with regards to
cardiac response. They did, however, find a cardiac
response to Do, moderate and high physical stress (running

on a treadmill). Their lack of consideration of
individual differences could very welr have been a factor
in the inabitity to find noise stress resurts, though a

more rikely probrem was the research design. subjects
vrere exposed to all six possibre combinations of the
physicar and noise stress in two different orders of
presentation in a randomly counterbalanced format.
Therefore each subject had twelve trials rasting two

minutes each with a one minute rest period. one could
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obviousry predict a physicar stress difference as the
demands praced on the heart wourd change with the pace of
the treadmill. The one minute rest period would hardly
allow for a recovery to baseline of the heart rate.
Therefore the heightened heart rate due to the physical
stress may overshadow the noise stress effect. The

physical stress would place a continuous demand on the
heart, whire the intermittent noise stress might not.
Therefore an average heart rate as recorded in the
experiment may not have been a sensitive enough measure to
f ind significant effects.

rn contrast, Lundberg and Frankenhauser (1979) stated
that they found that non-contror yoked subjects indicated
higher arousar due to noise Qo 105 dB(À) white noise)
through their measures of catechoramine, .ortisol
excretion and heart rate revers. subjects in this
experiment were yoked or paired together. Harf the
subjects were given control over the intensity of the
noise they were exposed to. The other half of the
subjects had no contror and were exposed to whatever

intensity of noise their partner had chosen. The varidity
of their stated concrusions could not be estabrished as

significance figures were not stated in the results
section. They arso mentioned that there v¡ere considerable
inter-individuar differences depending on the subjects'
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beliefs with regard to control (i.e., internal or

external ) .

rndividuar differences and measurement restrictions
are two common problems in this research area. Though

correlational studies in this area have established the
possibility of health probrems rerated to noise stress,
the experimental research resurts have yet to confirm this
hypothesis. Flaws in research design, measurement

techniques and report writing have resulted in conflicting
and debatable resurts. These aspects of the research area

must be creared up before the physiologicarly effects of
noise can be found.

Annovance

Annoyance is defined as the overarl "unwantedness" of
a sound in a given situation (t"tay, 1g7B). The measurement

of annoyance with regards to noise is a much studied issue

resurting in many noise annoyance scal-es (schultz, 1972).

Edwards (1975) feels that the major probrem with noise

annoyance research is a measurement one. corso and Moomow

(1982) went so far as to create a new methodology to
measure noise annoyance. Using an avoidance paradigm,

they found that with combinations of 50, 60, 70,80, and

90 dB(À) of noise (1000 hz pure tone), subjects' number of
avoidance responses and latencies were a function of the
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absolute intensity and the

most researchers feel that
improvement, they sti1l bel

reliable (Moreira & Bryan,

range of intensities. Though

annoyance scales need

ieve them to be significantly
1972).

rn using these various scales, it is agreed that the
amount of individuar annoyance is not only dependent on

lever of noise exposure but also on individual differences
(cohen & weinstein, 1 981 ) . Griffiths and Derauzun (1977)

reported that noise dissatisfaction vlas due to randomness

of response in the measuring instrument rather than

individual differences. Their small noise level range of
70 to 80 dB(À) neighborhood noise could have created those
resurts, especiarly since annoyance measures are not that
sensitive. The level of neighborhood traffic noise can

only account for between 16% to 2s% of the annoyance score

variation (Jonah, Bradley & Ðawson, 1981). rn contrast
Weinstein (1980) found that 32% of. the variance in
annoyance scores on neighborhood noise were accounted for
by individuar differences in being criticar or expressing
negative judgements towards noise. These individual
differences did not refer to â9e, sex, or education which

do not appear to have an affect on noise annoyance

susceptibility (Moreira & Bryan , 1972). The term

individual differences has been used as a catcharl phrase

that can include a number of variables (e.g., attitudes,

5e

11
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anxiety, and personality; Jonah, BradIey, & Dawson, 19g1;

weinstein, 1980). These variables when combined make

individual differences a very powerful concept.

Looking at these variables separately reveals how

important they are to annoyance and noise research. The

manipulation of peopre's attitudes toward aircraft noise
v¡as found to affect the rating of annoyance (cederlof,
Honsson, & Sorenson, 1967; cited in Baum, Singer, & Baum,

1981). when given positive induction (officiars being

concerned about the airport noise) about a nearby Air
Force base, the residents yrere 1ess Iikely to report
annoyance by the aircraft noise. Graeven (197s) found

that the environment (job vs. home) influenced the

attitudes toward noise and that perceived contror vras an

important aspect of noise research. perceived conÈro1

refers to the extent to which subjects berieve they can,

or actually can, turn off the noise. Graeven (197s) found

that in home settings (..g., neighborhood streets, hone)

the necessity and controllability of noise correrated
negativery with noise annoyance. Therefore, the more

control over, and necessary the noise, the less annoyance

a person expresses. However, in the job setting the

relationship was reversed with individuars rating the
noise most necessary and controllabre as being Lhe most

annoying. Weinstein (1980) suggested that the
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individual's negative attitude toward noise vras part of an

overall negative evaruation of the total environment.

This negative evaluation may be one due to fear. The

significance of fear or anxiety in direc.tly or indirectly
predicting noise annoyance effects is found in many

annoyance experiments (Baum et al., 1981; Jonah et âI.,
1981; Stephen, 1970i Weinstein, 1980). For example, test
anxiety v¡as found as the only variable significant in
predicting annoyance for individuals when exposed to
increasing levels of loudness (10, 20,30, 40,50r 60 dB;

weighting unspecified) at 250 and 4000 Hz of noise
(stephen , 1970). Fear of nearby airprane crashes has been

found as the single most powerfur predictor of individual
annoyance at airprane noise (Tracor, 1g71; cited in Baum

et âl-, 1981). Fear is a very infruentiar subjective or
personal variable with regards to noise annoyance.

Another personal variabre is personality. The study
of personality in reration to annoyance measures began

with the use of personarity scales such as the Eysenck

Personality Inventory, and has progressed to the

development of a specific Noise Sensitivity Scale
(weinstein, 1980). À number of researchers have found

personality to be an important factor in predicting
annoyance (Jonah et â1., 1981¡ Langdon, 1976¡ Moneira &
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Bryan, 1972; weinstein, 1980). More about noise

sensitivity wilI be disc.ussed in a later section
concerning the whole of noise research.

Still, it is important to also understand how

different aspects of the noise itserf affects annoyance.

With regards to noise exposure Àrnou1t, Vorrhees, and

cilfillan (1986) studied intelligibility and annoyance

with exposure to helicopter noise. They found a definite
decrease in intelligibility by increasing broadband

signal/pink noise (0, 60, 70, 80 dB(A)) or adding

increasing levels of pure tones (650, 1900, 5OOO Hz). The

annoyance results y¡ere aLos stated as significant but more

confusing to understand. Pink noise, pure tones and the

interaction of the two variables resurted in significant
annoyance effects. The increase of either variable in
general increased the annoyance score, however, there v¡ere

a number of inconsistencies in the data that the authors

did not explain. Four of the possible 1G conditions
showed decreases or no change in annoyance scores. These

conditions made the interaction difficurt to interpret,
but the general trend was that as the loudness of pink

noise increased, the effect of pure tones on annoyance

decreased. The authors then concruded that with these

results they could not suggest how to consistently
decrease annoyance rel-ative to the noise produced.
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Whether looking at noise exposure or individual
differences, the lack of research in general, and good

annoyance measures in particular, has precluded consistent
resurts in the area. stiIl, the comprexity of the area

even with the improvement of these areas can not be

overstated. Arnoul-t et aL. (1986) researched only a few

of the variations in sounds that consitute noise. Add the
variations in attitudes, fears, and personarities possibre

for an individual and there would appear to be many

factors affecting the amount of noise annoyance one

perceives. Therefore an improvement in measuring noise

annoyance may not be possible until a better understanding
of how and what different variables affect noise

annoyance.

Social Behavior

studies on sociar behavior and noise can be divided
into two separate categories, with experiments either
evaluating sociar interaction during or after the noise

exposure. The social behavior researcher have arso been

careful to point out whether they are using laboratory
and/or field research settings (..g., BoIes & Hayward,

1978; Mathews & Canon , 1975; page , 1977). Às Glass and

singer (1972) pointed out, it is difficurt to think that
subjects wourd be unaware of a noise study when sounds
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from loudspeakers are blasting away at them in an

experimental setting. This knowredge would then in turn
alter the behavior of the subject. The emphasis in social
behavior is on helping behavior, aggression, judgement of
others, and personar space. studies on noise and social
behavior have shown a consistent, if not large, noise

effect (Cohen & Weinstein, 1981).

The field study results have been more consistent
than laboratory settings. Mathews and canon (197s) found

that when males vrere exposed to 85, 65, and 48 dB(C) of
white noise, a Iinear relationship between noise and

herping someone to pick up dropped books in a laboratory
situation appeared. In the field condition, 50 or 87

dB(c) noise lever h'as achieved by having a rawnmower of f
or on respectivery. They also introduced a confederate
with or without a cast on his arm. Here they found

significant main and interaction effects with the cast and

noise situations. subjects would more likery herp pick up

dropped books when the confederate had a cast and there
was a low noise revel. page (1977 ) found that people were

more 1ike1y to grant smalI favours (e.g., pick up package,

give change for telephone) under low noise situations (72

dB(À) ) than high noise siruarions (gz as(a) ) in rhe field.
Their corresponding laboratory experiment lacked control
over the subject's awareness of the experiment and
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hypothesis, and failed to obtain any significant or

dependabre resurts. Boles and Hayward (1978) found that
dov¡ntown pedestrians were more 1ikely to help fill out a

questionnaire with row noise, row density (persons/sq,.

ft. ) than with high noise, high density (64.22 vs. .7s.10

dB(À)). However, more recently, BeIl and Doyle (19g3)

found heat (23"c & 35oc) and white noise bursts (5b & 95

dB(A)) had no significant effect on helping behavior in
laboratory setting. subjects did not differ on latency
helping in picking up dropped books in the different
conditions. since subjects were told that Lhey courd turn
off the noise at any time, the authors suggest that this
perceived control courd have affected the results. rt
would appear that helping behavior resurts are more

consistent in the fierd than in the laboratory setting and

that perceived control is also important.

In regard to herping behavior after the termination
of noise exposure, the variable of lab or fierd setting
appears unimportant. yinon and Bizman (1980) found that
subjects after low noise (50 dB, SpL; weighting
unspecified) conditions wourd more likely promise to help
with homework after experiencing success (solving

matrices) than fairure. After the high noise ea dB, spt)
condition there were no significant differences in herping
behavior. rn this experiment the subjects were first led

cl

or
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to berieve that the experiment was over before they were

asked to give help. The situation then appears rike a

fierd experiment. Hoever since the noise is no longer
present, the experiment is now testing for aftereffeits
and not noise effects anymore.

rn aggression research the important factors are not
setting, but how other variables influence the effect
between noise and aggression. Konecni (1975) found that
only when a subject raberred him or herself angry did high
noise (97 dB tone; weighting unspecified) amprify the
aggressive effect (number of electric shocks derivered to
an insulter), when compared to the low noise 03 dB;

weighting unspecified) situation. subjects were either
insulted or not insurted while doing anagrams. Then they
were given the opportunity to serect the number of shocks

their insulter received for a vrrong word association task.
Donnerstein and wilson (197G) found that the effects of
white noise (ss & 95 dB(A)) on aggression are dependent on

the presence of a number of other variabres (e.g. anger,
contror, etc. ) . cohen and weinstein's ( 1 991 ) review arso
noted that v¡hether the subject sras given control over the
presence of noise appeared to be an important factor in
producing increased aggression in the presence of loud
noise whether the control y¡as used or not.
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Noise appears to influence how one judges others.
BuII, Burbage, CrandaIl, F1etcher, Lloyd, RavenbeFg, and

Rackett (1972) found that males showed a differentiar
attraction as a function of similiarity in the control (¿o

dB mechanical noise) condition and not in the noise (g¿

dB; weighting unspecified) condition. The opposite Îras

true of the female subjects. sieger and steere (1979)

found that subjects rating a video where a harmdoer

accidentally disturbs the transmission of an anagram

solution of the victim as due more to a personal causation
than a situational one in the no noise condition. The

subjects felt that the accident v¡as more a fault of the
victim in the no noise versus noise (92 dB white noise

burstsi weighting unspecified) situation. sieger and

steele (1980) in two other experiments found that noise is
more likely to render extreme judgements of others even if
there are extenuating circumstances. In the first
experiment, under construction noise 0o dB; weighting
unspecified) a subject v¡as more rikely to make more snap

judgernents of a person than in the quiet situation after
simply reading a biographicar sketch. rn the second

experiment the subjects were asked to attribute poor

academic performance to personar or situational factors.
Even if other expranations v¡ere given for poor academic

performance, subjects in noisier circumstances (6s vs. 95
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dB white noise bursts; weighting unspecified) judged

performance more a personal factor.

Not onry can noise affect judgements of others, but
it can also predict how physicalry close one might want to
get to another person. BelI and Barnard (1994) found that
onry mares decreased permeabirity of personal space under

stressful noise conditions (55 dB & 95 dB white noise

bursts; weighting unspecified). subjects were asked to
project their ov¡n preference in personal spacing and

number of persons in a room by placing figures in a model

room. The subjects in the loud noise condition placed

fewer fiqures and spread them farther apart in the room

than those in the soft noise condition.

Many researchers have tried to exprain the sociar
behavior effects of noise. The most popurar theory is
that subjects are less av¡are of their environment under

noisy than quiet situations (Korte & Grant, 199o). this
explanation may help exprain herping behavior and possibry
the judgement of others, but not the findings on

aggression and personal space. Korte and Grant (1990)

suggest that inattention would make subjects ress aware of
their environment. Thereby subjects may not notice an

individual in need of herp or make decisions on ress

information than is available. No suggestion of how
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inattention acts to affect aggression and the need for
personar space is given. The absence of an integrated
theoretical explanation shows that sociar behavior
research is a developing area. Examining the four
different dependent variabres researched in social
behavior, one can see that the general considerations for
research strategy have been pointed out. The need for
laboratory and fierd research, the influence of extraneous
variables on noise and behavior, the making of snap

judgements, and the need for personar space have been

irlustrated. Yet, why differences in raboratory and fierd
research occur, the type and number of extraneous

variabres affecting noise effects, the reasons for snap

judgements, and the reason there is a need for more

personar space have not been outlined. That these effects
occur is cl-ear, but vrhy these ef fects come about is the
next question in the research. To reach a better
expranatory theory for the research resurts, researchers
must incrude or control for more variables in their
experiments. They must arso explain the effects of these
variables on the behavior studied, the noise itserf, and

the possible interaction effects. Then one can see the
complexity in the relationship between noise and social
behavior.
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Performance

The majority of noise research has studied
performance (Broadbent, 1979; Eysenck, lgBZ; Hancock,

1984; Jones, 1984). Here, the interest is in how people

perform tasks. clearly, "tasks" can incrude a tremendous

variety of activities (rteishman, euaintance & Broedling,
1984). Cognitive, vigilance, motor, perceptual, problem

solving, and information processing tasks are exampres.

The findings have not been conclusive, but in general most

berieve the relationship to be more comprex than Hartley's
(1973) suggestion of noise (100 dB(A)) produces cumurative
adverse effects with increased time exposure. There are
in general three major theoretical approaches to the
noise/performance research. They farr under the headings

of arousal, cognition, and attention.

Broadbent ( 1 979) states that noise increases the
generar state of arousal or excitement of the nervous

system. With increasing arousal comes better
concentration on some sources of information, while a

detriment occurs in others. Therefore, 1ow revels of
noise may then increase performance on some sirnpre tasks
vs. no noise on that task. High noise levels can cause

decrements in performance on difficult tasks vs. low noise

levers on that task. rncreasing noise revers and task
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difficurty means decrements in some types of performance.

Poulton (1978, 1979) believes that there is an initial
increase in arousaf tike an orientating response. This
increased arousal leads to a better initial performance.

This initiat response effect decreases and the steady
masking of audible feedback or inner speech produces

decrements in performance. only tasks not requiring
auditory feedback or inner speech rehearsar woul_d not show

decrements in performance.

Jones (1984), on the other hand, emphasizes the
cognitive response to noise. The cognitive evaruation of
the setting, noise, and task demands atr influence how an

individual is affected by noisy conditions. Task demands

and noise interact, with performance effects being a

function of the extent to which the tasks a1lows

flexibility. This flexibirity is in terms of the extent
to which subjects can adopt different strategies to
achieve the desired revel of performance. Noise then

enhances or restricts these strategies to create the
resultant performance 1eve1. Hamilton, Hockey, and Rejman

(1977 ) agree with the cognitive approach. But they are
very specific in stating that it is the noise which makes

some resources (e.g., processing speed) more available and

others (e.g., temporary storage of information) ress

availabre to the subject. This availability of resources
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in turn predicts which tasks will improve or drop in
performance due to the noise.

Eysenck (1982) and cohen (1978) both approach noise
research from the attentional point of view. They suggest

that noise taxes one's attentional abilities and,

therefore, effects performance. Attentional capacity is
limited. Noise reduces the available attentionar capacity
by placing a certain demand on that capacity. The

reduction in avairable attention wirl resurt in decreased

performance on tasks thdt require maximum attention.

Though these theories approach the noise effects
riterature from a different perspective, they do all craim
support from the same set of research results. Their
disagreements focus on the reasons for the resurtant
effects, not on the effects themserves (which do differ
slightry). rn general the theorists agree that vigirance
and dual tasks which include a vigirance task are affected
by noise (Cohen & Weinstein, 1981). Vigilance tasks
require continuous monitoring or attention to infrequent
signals.

To ilrustrate the effects of noise on performance we

wirl novr only review tasks requiring sustained attention
or continuous monitoring of signars. Looking at the noise
performance research as a whole, disregarding the emphasis
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on theoryr wê can divide the research into two divisions.
The first division is the different aspects of noise. The

second division concerns task variation.

The first division of noise can be divided into three
subdivisions: noise variabilityr noise quality, and noise
level. These subdivisions are not separate areas in noise
research but are different dimensions of noise that are
varied in noise performance research. Therefore the main

and interaction effects of. these dimensions is always what

is being tested.

The first dimension of noise is noise variability
(intermittent versus continuous). Most researchers agree

that intermittent and continuous noise effects are

distinctivery different (Broadbent, 197g; Hancock, 1994¡

Jones, 1984). For the agrument of distinction, both

significant and non significant differences in effects are
present in the following literature.

Woodhead (1964) was one of the first to study

intermittent white noise (quiet, 70, and 110 dB spl;
weighting unspecified). woodhead (1964) introduced random

number searching by having a rotating drum of 4bo0 random

digits. Numbers were arranged in royrs of tens with a

certain number circred in each row. The subject was to
find the numbers matching the circled number for each row.
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woodhead (1964), using noise versus a quiet situation,
found no differences in finding the matching numbers

across situations but found that there was an increase in
not being abre to find the circled numbers to match with
in the intermittent noise situations

Harris (1972) used pairs of two digit numbers

randomly distributed in 15 pairs in six columns on 20

sheets. The sheets were then randomly presented. The

subject vras given a target number to find as the first
number of the pair. once found, the corresponding second

number of the pair was marked down and became the next

target number in the first pair position to be found on

the piece of paper. À new piece of paper and starting
number was given every 12 minutes. under intermittent
( 105 dB f or 125 msec , 50% cycle; vreighting unspecif ied)
and continuous noise (105 dB) situations, subjects found

fewer number pairs than under the control condition (no

noise). No differences occurred as a function of noise
var iabi I i ty .

The interaction of task complexity and noise

variability can be illustrated by a series of studies done

by warner and Heimstra (1971, 1972, 1973) invorving visual
searches for letters against B, 16, and 32 background

letters. The noise exposure ranged from intermittent (0,
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30, 70, 100%) noise to continuous white noise at various
levels (0, 80, 90, 100 dB; weighting unspecified). One

hundred percent being continuous noise, with zero meaning

ambient noise levers, and 30 and 7o% representing the
percentage of noise exposure during a given time period.
All three studies showed a complex interaction. Lever of
noise, percentage of noise exposure, and task difficulty
interacting in different ways at different levels to
effect the detection time. For example, warner and

Heimstra (1971 ) found that the fastest letter detections
times occurred in the order z 30%, o%, 1oo%, and 70% noíse
exposure in the 32 letter condition, but changed to 30%,

100%, 70%, and 0% for the I letter situation. They

(warner & Heimstra, 1972) found that in general as the
task complexity increased the effects of noise level
increased. Yet this relationship was not rinear. warner

and Heimstra (1973) then concruded that noise revels must

be 90 dB or higher to effect deLection time. yet 90 dB

noise increased detection time with a '16 letter search

while decreasing detection time v¡ith a 92 retter search.

From these results, one has to concÌude that noise
variability is an important factor in noise research.
However, the rerationship between intermittent and

continuous noise to performance is not a simple one. This
relationship is dependent on a complex interaction of
noise level and task complexity.
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The second dimension of noise is noise 1evel.
Researchers have used noise levers of 42 to 114 dB in
their experiments (Hancock, 1984). Some researchers have

used from 42 to 80 dB as their definition of low noise
Ieve1, and 64.5 to 114 dB of noise to define their high
noise lever. The large overrap (64.5 g0 dB) in noise
levels defined as low or high makes it very difficult to
see crearry what noise affects or doesn't affect.
weinstein (1979) used 55 to 66 dB(A) noise rever, âs a
noisy situation. He found no significant results on

reading performance. whire using 7o dB(A) of noise,
weinstein (1974) found an increase in the number of
grammatical errors on a proofreading task. weinstein's
resul-ts demonstrate the importance of what is considered
high and Iow noise levels.

Not only are the definitions of high and row noise
revels inconsistent, the descriptions generally given for
noise Ieve1s are inadeguate. usuallyr ân author wilr give
onry the decibel (ag) rating of noise. unfortunatefy,
decibels are only a measurement scare and can represent
sound pressure level (spr.) or sound povrer. Most authors
expect. that it is understood that decibels refer to spL.
À noise source does have a characteristic sound power, but
the sPL measure of noise is a result of the sound power

and other external factors (".g., distance, temperature,
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velocity of medium, etc.; Hassal & Zaveri, 1g7g).

Descriptions of most of these factors are not incruded in
research reports. The perceived roudness of noise is arso
dependent on the characteristics of the sound wave. The

freguency of the wave wirr influence the dB rating.
Therefore, it is important to understand the frequency
makeup of the noise one is dealing with.

The rast dimension of noise is noise quarity, white
versus varied. This dimension is unique in that research
always studies the interaction of noise quality and noise
level. white noise maintains a consistent sound pressure
level, contains a very wide band of audible frequencies in
a random mixture, and sounds like an FM radio between

stations. varied noise can encompass any sound that
varies in sound pressure lever and frequency makeup.

Hancock (1984) reviewed the effects of white versus varied
noise and found that in general high white noise levels do

not affect tasks of low processing demand, but can create
detrimentar effects when combined with high processing

demand tasks. Most results show that varied l_ow noise
levels facilitate performance in the low demand situations
(Hancock, 1984). There are a number of pieces missing to
this research puzzre. one of the problems is that littre
research has been done with high revels of varied, or low

levels of white noise. The tendency of researchers to
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study high levels of white noise makes the research area

loaded on this dimension. unfortunatery, this is the
section which is also the Least applicabre to real
settings.

The second division in noise performance research is
processing demand. Increasing the number and complexity
of tasks constitute a high demand, whire singre simple
tasks constitute a low demand. A common paradigm in this
type of research is the dual task. This invorves the
performance of two tasks at the same time. often, but not
always, subjects are told that one task (primary) is more

important than the other (subsidiary or secondary). The

typical effect is a maintenance of performance on one

task, and a degradation on the other. Most researchers
berieve that noise does not effect low demand tasks (cohen

& weinstein, 1981; Hancock, 1980). Finkerman and Grass
(1970) even suggested that the lack of earry performance

effects are due to the insensitivity of early, simple task
measurements. when using 80 dB bursts of white noise,
Finkelman and Grass (1970) found increased errors only on

the subsidiary task.

other dual task research areas do get more confusing.
woodhead (1966) found that intermittent noise (6g & 105 dB

bursts; weighting unspecified) can cause a re-distribution
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of attention needed to respond equalry to two activities.
when subjects were asked to concentrate on a preferred
task, there vras a significant difference between noise and

quiet conditions. when subjects were asked to concentrate
on the unpreferred task there were no performance

differences between situations. The preferred task was

defined as the task the subject did better overarl on.

subjects in this experiment did better (made fewer

mistakes) on the counting of retters rather than crossing
them out.

Fisher (1984) confirmed that loud white noise (100

dB(À)) in such dual task situations wourd reduce the
capacities of the attentionar parameter when compared to
low white noise (55 an(a)). Therefore, a subject wourd

perform better on a primary task than on a secondary task.
She arso found that the primary task had increased errors,
and just. the shift from single to duar task resulted in
large decrements. she concluded that noise only makes the
difficulty of the task more pronounced. Fisher (19g3)

studied white noise (ss & 1oo dB(À)) on card searching.
The loud noise condition resurted in completing the search

task quicker, but more cards had to be sampled.

These effects are not always found as discovered by

Forster and Grierson (1978). Forster and Grierson (197g),
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in an attempt to replicate noise effects on a duar task,
did a series of four studies simiriar to Hockey (1970).

the primary task lras a pursuit tracking display and

secondary task vras monitoring a series of lights. Forster
and Grierson (1978) stated that they replicated Hockey

(1970) exactry and found no significant results. Hockey
(1970) had found that noise significantry changed the
sel-ective attention of an individual. on examining both
studies, two key differences arose. Hockey (1970) used

100 dB (weighting unspecified) broadband noise while
Forster and Grierson (1978) used 92 dB(À) broadband noise.
More importantly Hockey (1970) had the lights in the
secondary task flash on for 600 msec. rn Forster and

Grierson's (1978) experiment, the lights remained on until
the subject responded. These differences courd very werl
account for the differences in results.

The analysis of the noise aspect of the noise
performance research reveals that noise is made up of
three dimensions which are arways present to interact to
produce effects. The inadequate documentation of the
specific characteristics of the noise used reveals the
lack of understanding of this concept. Noise

variabilities and level have a direct interaction with
task complexity to produce specific resurts. so arso, one

wourd expect does noise quality, as the three dimensions
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À clear outline of the noise used and

the test of more rearistic noise environments and noise

ranges would not only increase the external validity and

appficability of noise research, but also help to outline
the many variables invorved in noise effects and provide
important information to produce an integrated theory of
noise effects.

The progress of research on the different dimensions

of noise identified above are closery tied to theory
development. The favored approaches in recent years vrere

to look at the cognitive (Jones, 1994) or attentional
(Eysenck, 1982) responses to noise. But rooking at the
expranation of each theory, one finds that there is a

rarge overrap in their theoreticar approaches as werl as

their predictions. Except for pourton's (1979) arousar

and masking theory, all the theories point to the rimited
capacity of the individual in dealing with noise.
Broadbent (1979) states that arousal hinders this capacity
to concentrate. Eysenck (1982) and cohen (1979) carl this
an attentional capacity. Jones (1994) refers to this
capacity as a given set of strategies to cope with noise.
HamirLon et aI. (1977) states specificalry these types of
strategies or capacities. The integration of these

theories may provide the theory on how one copes with
noise.
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Afteref fects

In the studies outlined above, the dependent

variables were measured during noise exposure. rn recent
years, some research attention has been directed towards

the measure of aftereffects. Às the term suggests, the

critical feature of this type of effect is that it occurs
after noise has been terminated (Cohen, 1990; Gawron,

1984; Spacapan & Cohen, 1983). Thus it is a

poststimulation effect. cohen's (1980) review has found

aftereffects to be more consistent than the effects during
noise.

This consistency has made aftereffects a very popular
research variable in noise research. Here, noise research

starts Lo fal1 under the larger stress research area.
Noise is considered a stressor by many researchers (Baum,

Singer, & Baum, 1981; Cohen & Weinstein, 1991¡ Spacapan &

Cohen, 1983). This association with stress first
interested researchers in studying aftereffects with
respect to noise research. Therefore the theories about

aftereffects cover more than just noise, but stressors in
general. There are currently eight theories on why

aftereffects occur.

The adaptive cost hypothesis (c1ass & Singer , 1g7Z)

states that the more adaptation required (due to task and
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situation), then the greater the aftereffect. The

definition of this actuar "cost" is not clearly stated.

cohen (1978) suggested that aftereffects were due to
an information overload. À subject has a rimited
attentional capacity, which decreases with stress
exposure. This can rower the capacity to handle later
tasks and result in poorer performance.

Learned helplessness theory would predict that the
aftereffects are due to lack of motivation (Glass &

singer, 1972). The inability of the subject to control or
predict the presence of noise and poor performance would

lower the subject's motivation. The lack of motivation
would cause the subject to persist ress in subsequent

tasks.

The arousal theory (pourton, 1979) wourd suggest that
the drop in arousar lever after the termination of noise
would decrease performance. Noise increases arousal
which, in turn, increases performance up to an optimal
level. The termination of noise drops arousal berow

normar and therefore arso decreases performance.

The frustration mood hypothesis (Cohen, 19gO)

concerns the frustration, annoyance, and irritation that
builds up due to the presence of noise. Under
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uncontrollable, unpredictable noise the subject is
frustrated and annoyed. These moods ressen the motivation
to perform weII in subsequent tasks.

The persistent coping stategies or overlearning
hypothesis (nodin & Baum, 1g7B; cited in Cohen, 1990)

suggests that a strategy of coping is overlearned while in
the stress condition. This strategy persists on other
tasks even if the strategy results in worsened

performance.

The dissonance and self-perception theory bases its
ideas on the fact that subjects given a choice to be under

the stress of noise or not do not show the characteristic
aftereffect (Glass ç singer , 1972). The reason being that
subjects judge the noise as less stressfur due to their
choice

The artifacts of experimental situation wourd simpry

say that the performance is due to the demand set up by

the situation and the experimenter (Grass & singer , 1972).

The subjects exposed to aversive noise would deverop a

negative attitude toward the experimenter and situation.
once this attitude is taken, the subject does not work as

hard on following tasks.
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Though alr these theories are plausibre, some are
better supported by research results than others. cohen
(1980) in his review of aftereffects, evaruated a1l the
theories in the light of current research and concruded

that there were three plausibre theories. These three
theories have noise effects theory counterparts, which

have similiar theoreticar orientations. The adaptive cost
and information overroad concepts courd falr in rine with
cohen (1978) and Eysenck's (1982) attentional theory on

noise performance effects. The persistent coping
strategies could easily be endorsed by Hamitton et ar.
(1977) and Jones' (1984) theories about cognitive causes

of noise performance effects.

When the data relating to these theories are
considered, a number of dependent measures appear.
sherrod and Downs (1974) found a decrease in altruism
(linear trend) with time and number of math problems

solved after exposure to noise. one of the most common

measures is the measure of frustration tolerance (cohen,

1980; Cohen & Weinstein, 1981; Glass & Singer, 1973).

unless otherwise noted, al1 of the aftereffects studies
discussed below used this measure. The most popular
measure of frustration tolerance is the Feather task
(Feather, 1961). The Feather task involves the subject's
persistence in trying to sorve two insoluble problems
(further explained in the Method section).
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Though the aftereffects of noise are more consistent
and larger than effects during noise, the variabres and

noise dimensions which contror this aftereffect are stirl
in debate. r n a 'study of f rustrat ion tolerance, wohlwi 11 ,

Nasar, DeJoy and Foruzani (1976) found an aftereffect in a

group of subjects even when they were not required to
perform the dial monitoring task, Rotton, olszewski,
charleton, & sorer (1979) also found reduced frustration
torerance in a group not required to perform a recalr task
(80 dB; weighting unspecified). The mere exposure of
noise appears to produce an aftereffect without the
necessity to perform a task during the noise exposure.
spacapan and cohen (1983) even questioned whether actuar
noise exposure Í{as necessary? spacapan and cohen (19g3)

noted that just the expectation of noise (100 dB(À)) courd
result in frustration torerance aftereffects (Feather

task ) .

rf there is noise exposure, then what dimensions of
noise affect aftereffects? percivar and Loeb (19g0)

furthered aftereffects research by studying noise
schedules (random & fixed; 9s dB(À)). rn their study,
conglomerate (tape mix of English and spanish speaker,
mimeograph, calculator, and typewriter) noise and aircraft
noise peaks produced greater aftereffects than aircraft
and white noise. Random schedure noise al-so produced
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greater aftereffects than fixed schedure noise. DeJoy

(1985) used a dial coding task and concluded that
aftereffects were more a resurt of the type of task
exposure an individual experiences than the type of noise
one is exposured to (g5 dB(A) ). He roina rhat the
unpredictability of the noise did not heighten
aftereffects (Feather task and proofreading). Here

dispute occurs again, as most researchers agree that
unpredictabre and uncontrorred noise should produce the
rargest aftereffect (cohen, 19go). Àftereffects are
consistently found but the variabres and noise dimensions

that affect these aftereffects are still not cIear.

As in the case of concurrent auditory effects, there
is much theoretical debate in regards to aftereffects.
The three predominant theories at the present time in
noise aftereffects riterature are attentionally and

cognitivery based. Like noise effects, the limited
capacity concept can account for most of the aftereffects
theories stated. The one exception being again pourton's
(1978) arousal theory. The theory of rimited capacity in
coping with noise discussed in the noise effects
riterature is taken one step further with aftereffects
theory. The capacity utilized by the individual has a

"cost" or recovery time after the termination of noise.
The difference in aftereffect theories stated earlier
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appears to be in how they define this capacity and the
"cost" involved. The adaptive cost hypothesis (Glass &

singer, 1972) simply labers it adaptation and cost. The

information overload theory (cohen , 197g) labets the
capacity attentionar and the "cost" as a decrease in the
abitity to sustain attention on l-ater tasks. Learned

helpressness theory (GIass & singer , 1972) describes the
capacity as the ability to dear with uncontrolred and

unpredictabled situations which reads to a "cost" in
motivation. The frustration mood hypothesis (cohen, 1990)

and artifacts of experimental situation (Grass 6. singer,
1972) don't describe a capacity but state that the "cost,,
is frustration-annoyance and negative attitudes
respectively. The persistent coping strategies (Rodin &

Baum, 1978; cited in cohen, 1990) tabets the capacity as

strategies and the "cost" as persistence at those

strategies. The dissonance and self-perception theory
(crass & Singer , 1972) hypothesize that the perception of
control would modify this capacity and "cost". The

centrar theme of these theories is on rimited capacity and

"cost". Therefore variables or dimensions affecting and

defining this capacity and "cost" are of interest in noise
af teref f ects research.

se
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Àffective States

Psychologicar variabres have commonly been studied in
the stress literature (Freming, Baum & singer , 1gg4; Glass

& Singer, 1972). Therefore, it is not surprising that
mood states should be measured when noise research is
done. Gawron (1984) found affective (mood states), but
not performance effects with noise. Her review concruded

that anxiety, tension, subjective displeasure and

annoyance were present. spacapan and cohen (1993) found

mood changes wi th noi se. I.tohtwi Il et aI . (197 il got

differing moods due to noise even when no task was

required. Jones and Broadbent (1979) using the Mood

Àdjective checktist found that office noise (ss and go

dB(c) ) increased dysphoria, scepticism and deactivation,
while decreasing efficiency, euphoria, and activation.
wilrner and Neiva (1986) found Lhat roud noise (90 dB at
500 Hzì weighting unspecified) increased the recarl of
negative trait words. Not enough research has invorved
affective states to understand how this variable relates
to theories of non auditory effects, but it is important
to measure affective states in further noise research.

Summarv

The areas of non auditory effects of noise are
incomplete, conflicting, and complex. A careful
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integration of the numerous variabres important in non

auditory noise effects is needed to help clarify this area
of research. The incompleteness of this area is shown

through the many changes happening in the fierd. rn the
past, concurrent performance effects have been the most

heavily researched. Now, the emphasis is to study the
aftereffects, as they have proven to produce more

consistent results. The most popurar theories in
concurrent effects literature vrere once based on arousal
(Broadbent, 1979; pourton, 197g), nov¡ they are cognitively
(Hamilton et ã1., 1977; Jones, 1gg4) and attentionarly
(Cohen, 1978; Eysenck, 1992) based. With each non

auditory variabre studied more intervening variables have

been found to affect the noise effects.

The confricting nature of the area is best shown in
terms of the available data. For every experiment with
significant resurts, there are at reast the same number

with nonsignificant results. A noise environment may also
create differences in one area of non auditory effect
while not affecting another. ward and suedfeld (1973) in
a study of highway noise found adverse effects in social
interaction in group probrem solving and subjective
reaction (affect Adjective checklist) while not finding
changes in cognitive performance or pulse rate. They used

loudspeakers to broadcast traffic noises ranging from 77
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to 80 dB(À) across three days. The quiet condition had

traffic noises of 63 to 70 dB(A). The problem, however,

is also a theoreticar one as there are six differing
theories to explain performance effects of noise and eight
theories of aftereffects. These theories also claim the
same set of experimental results for their support.

The above two features (incompleteness and confrict)
point to the complexity of the area. The most reliabre
concurrent noise performance effects are found in
vigilance or attention oriented tasks. But here the

significant differences occur onry when very high demands

are placed on the subject. As reviewed earrier, these
effects, though the most re1iab1e, are still noL

consistentry found. rn addition mood states have arso
become important, and more research is nov¡ incruding this
variabre. The areas of physiology and annoyance need more

sensitive measuring instruments to demonstrate a clear
effect. social behavioral effects are confounded by the
lack of control or understanding of intervening variabres
such as the concept of lab versus field research.
Thereforer âs the research area has advanced, the
comprexity of the area has also increased. To bring an

understanding of this complexity, one must have an

integrated theory of non auditory effects. The answer to
this quest ries in the concept of limited capacity and
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"cost". À11 the major theories in this area outline this
general theory. rt is through the detaired explanation of
this concept that a theory for noise research can be

found. To achieve this purpose, more reliable and

consistent effects must be found. The most clearry
defined research effects of noise at this time are
performance, aftereffects and mood states. with the
addition of the organismic variable to the noise research
area and specifically to these effects, the purpose shourd

be achieved.

Orqanismic Variables

According to the definition of noise quoted at the
beginning, there are three aspects to noise. The second

aspect depends on the organism and how it evaruates the
sound. Organismic variables can be divided into
demographic and personality aspects.

Demoqraphic

The effects of noise can be infruenced by a number of
demographic factors. Lahtera, Niemi, Kuusera, and Hypen

(1986) found that the elderly were much more negatively
affected by intermittent broadband noise (go dB(A)) on

reaction time to making a visual choice than the young

(age range 35 to 80). However, Davies and Davies (1g7s)
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found that white noise (9s vs. 7o dB(A)) facititated the
elderly's (65-72 vs. 1B-31 yrs.) performance on a
cancerration task (crossing out the letter 'e'). Both

sets of authors do agree that the effects, though

signi f icant, are very small .

Larger effects can be found between sexes. Elliot
(1971) noted that boys tolerated significantly higher
levels of white noise than girls before turning the noise
off. Tolin and Fisher (1974) found a complex interaction
of noise situations (constant, regurar, and variable
intermittent noise) and sex on performance on a visuar
vigilance task. For example, males made more incorrect
detections than femares in intermittent noise conditions
but not with constant noise. Baker, Holding, and Loeb
(1984) found that, under the same white noise conditions,
men increased speed with an addition task, while v¡omen

increased accuracy with practice (55 & 95 dB(A)). rn the
same study, men and women changed performance depending on

the time of day (8-10 am. vs. 4-6 pm.). women in the
quiet situation performed the task in the evening as werl
as men in the noise condition did in the morning.

These resul-ts indicate a very complex relationship
between noise and organismic variables rike sex, age and

circadian rhythms. As yet there has been no firm
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expranation of this relationship. However most of the
researchers above have suggested that the noise effects
are due to differing arousal or activation of the subject.

Personal i tv

Though the study of individual differences is a

comprex one (wirtinson, 1974) , it is arso important in
understanding how peopre interact l¡ith their environment.

One major emphasis of individual differences is
personarity. Discipio (1971) found that introverts
improved performance in sequentially connecting randomry

distributed numbers on a sheet, while extraverts got worse

with continued exposure to white noise (90 dB spl;
weighting unspecified). Elliot (1971) nored that
extraverts could tolerate higher levers of white noise
than introverts (weighting unspecified). Extraverts are
characterized as outgoing and wishing to interact with
others, while introverts direct their thoughts and

interests inwardly.

To further demonstrate individual differences,
collins-Ei1and, Dansereau, and Brooks (1986) divided
subjects using the Rotter rnternar-External Locus of
control scare (Rotter , 1966). The subjects $¡ere then

exposed to meaningfur conversation noise (go dB, weighting
unspecified) or quiet situations whire reading a 2oo0 word
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passage. The researchers found a significant interaction
effect between internal-external and noise-quiet
dimensions with a free recarl essay test. rnternals
outperformed externals in the noisy situation and

externars outperformed internals in the quiet situation.
rnternals believe that reinforcement is controrled by

their oyrn behavior and externals believe that
reinforcement is controlled by an outside force such as

luck, fate or powerful others.

Another division of personality might be Type A and B

behavior patterns. Type À is a high-pressure,
competitive, driven behaviour and Type B is the relative
absence of these traits. significant interaction effects
r¡ere found with Type A Type B behavior patterns (Bortner

scale) and increasing noise revers (68 110 dB(A)) whire
subjects Ì.rere perf orming a dual task (ttoch , 1gg4) . The

simple primary task (crossing out words) showed no

significant differences, but the complex task (memorizing

nonsense syrrables) showed interaction effects. The Type

À individuars maintained their performance rever in spite
of the increasing noise. The Type B individual's
performance on the memorization task dropped with the
increase in noise leve1s.

SE
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Another personarity dimension is noise sensitivity.
Noise sensitivity is defined as a factor underlying
attitudes towards noise in generar, differentiating it
from annoyance which concerns attitudes towards a specific
noise environment (Anderson, 1971¡ cited in stansfeld,
CIark, Turpin, Jenkins & Tarnopolsky, 19BS). By

definition then, noise sensitivity is viewed as a trait,
as it is relatively stable. I^Ieinstein (1978, 1990 )

examined individual differences in noise sensitivity using
a 21-ítem questionnaire. He found that there are

consistent individual differences in how people evaluate
noise. His scale was found to be predictive of hov¡ an

individual wourd react to future noise situations. Noise

sensitivity vras found to correlate with scholastic
ability, social interactions, and privacy (weinstein,
1978). Topf (1985) found that noise sensitivity
(weinstein's scale) was predictive of disturbances in
hospitals, and concluded Iike Weinstein that noise
sensitivity is a personal attribute predictive of reaction
to environments. rwata (1984) found that noise sensitive
(scare simiriar to weinstein's) individuars vrere generally
less hearthy (cornell Medical rndex) and had a higher
incidence of maradjusted personalities (yatabe-Guilford

Personarity Inventory). smith and stansferd (1996) found

no interaction between noise sensitivity (by indicating
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what type of noise annoys them from a rist of seven) and

aircraft noise in producing everyday errors. Everyday

errors ï¡ere defined as common errors an individual might
make during a week. For exampre, "Do you find you forget
whether you've turned off a light or a fire or locked the
d.oor?" However, their self-report type measure of noise
sensitivity vras the least reliable scare found (stansferd,

C1ark, Jenkins, & Tarnopolsky, 19Bb).

Stansfeld, Clark, Jenkins, and Tarnopolsky (1995)

compared the validity of a number of noise sensitivity
scales. Their testing of noise sensitivity include
McKennerr (1963; cited in stansferd et ar., 1985), serf-
Report, weinstein's scare (1978), and the Generar Noise

Questionnaire (enderson, 1971¡ cited in stansferd et ar.,
1985). McKennerl's (1963) scare was the list of seven

noise types refered to above. The self-Report scale asked

a singJ-e question of , "Wou1d you say you were more

sensitive or less sensitive than other peopre to noise?",
with a f our ansl¡er response of ttmorett, ttlessr', ttsamer', or
"don't know". The General Noise euestionaire (Ànderson,

1971) is a complex scale of z1-ítems refering to the
enjoyment of everday activities (u.g., cooking, reading,
etc.). The scoring system asked how much noise would

disturb these activities from a +5 score of increased
enjoyment to a -5 score of decreased enjoyment. Resurts
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showed that retesting after three years had 7o% of the

high sensitive individuals scoring high again on all
scares while onry 38% of low scorers on the first occasion

scored row on arl scaLes again. The intercorrerations of
the four sclaes ranged from r=0.G2 to r=9.55. There vrere

al-so 80% agreement between scales as to those who were

judged highly sensitive to noise. From the study, noise

sensitivity (weinstein scale incruded) had a strong
rerationship to annoyance, psychiatric symptoms, neurotic
scores and general reactivity. Highly sensitive
individuals would score higher on each of these

categories. A forlow-up study compared noise sensitivity
to physiological measures (SLansfeld, CIark, Turpin,
Jenkíns, & Tarnopolsky, 1985). Here high noise
sensitivity was correlated with a consistently srower

heart rate. There was no relationship to systoric or
diastolic blood pressure, skin conductance, or threshold
of hearing. sensitive individuals did over- and under-

estimate high and low noise respectively. From the above

resurts, it is clear to see that noise sensitivity is a

personal attribute with a distinctive set of
characteristics.

In the study of individual differences many

personality variables have been used to understand the
rerationship between them and noise" Extraverts vs.
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introverts, internars vs. externals, and Type A vs. Type B

personalities have all produced differential reactions to
noise situations. The most detailed research rerated to
personality and noise is with the noise sensitivity scale
(weinstein, 1978). The development of the noise
sensitivity scare and earry experimental resurts have

shown that noise sensitivity is a personal attribute and

predictive of future reactions to noise environments.
This variable could then be a powerful tool in studying
noise effects and aftereffects.

Summarv

organismic factors have been the least researched in
the noise literature. As noise impinges on individuars to
produce effects and aftereffects, the individual has to
evaluate this sound. organismic factors affect the
evaluations of this noise. The importance of taking sex

and age effects into account in noise research should be

clear. Àn organismic variabre gaining prominence in noise
research is noise sensitivity.

Inteqration and Hvpothesis

The research reviewed above clearly indicates the
psychological nature of noise. This is shown by the
operation of factors such as sex and personarity, and its
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effects on dependent variabres such as mood states and

frustration tolerance. Because of this, it is possible
that a personaliLy factor such as noise sensitivity wourd

account for some of the conflicting noise effect and

aftereffect data.

The general orientation of noise theory is centered
on the limited capacity of the individual. Noise taxes
this capacity so that at times effects are produced. yet

in most situations this capacity is abre to withstand the
strain of noise. The "cost" comes in the aftermath or
resurtant aftereffects. The individual needs to recover
from this noise stress, and aftereffects are produced more

consistently. Our questions then are aimed at
understanding this relationship. Are there noise levels
which individuars might generarry be exposed to which may

produce this aftereffect? Does the noise sensitivity of
the individual affect the noise effects and,/or

aftereffects? rs the "cost" found only in frustration
torerance or does it also occur in mood states? lt this
"cost" effect is present then does noise sensitivity
affect or interact with noise revel-s to affect mood

states? Answers Lo these questions wourd help to crear up

some of the complexity of the noise research area.
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Specifically, it v,,as hypothesized that noise
sensitivity would have an effect on task performance.

during noise exposure, and non auditory effects after the
noise exposure is terminated. The introduction of noise
sensitivity in non auditory effects would produce a clear
division in performance effects between noise sensitive
individuals in high and row noise conditions. (r) ¡¡oise
sensitive individuals would perform poorry in high noise,
while performing werl in Iow noise conditions. Noise
insensitive individuals would not be, or only slightry,
affected by the different noise IeveIs. (z) Hoise

sensitive people would, however, not produce a

differentiated aftereffect because the cost to perform
wourd still be the same for either individual. (g) rne
high noise situation would, however, produce the most

aftereffects when compared to the low noise situation.
(4) The mood prediction v¡as that noise sensitive and

insensitive individuals wourd be aroused and fatigued
equally by the task and situation but the amount of
perceived stress and werr-being would vary. (s) High
noise was predicted to interact with noise sensitivity
produce higher stress. (6) The high noise lever situat
was arso predicted to have higher arousal and fatigue
effects than the low noise situation.

to

ion
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Method

Subiects

Subjects vrere selected f rom a pool of 344

rntroductory psychology students at the university of
Manitoba who compreted the Noise sensitivity scale (Hss).

of these, 80 subjects (+o males, 40 femares) were selected
for the office Task study based on their scores on the
Noise sensitivity scale. Forty noise sensitive and forty
noise insensitive subjects v¡ere chosen. None of the
subjects had hearing loss or visual irnpairments which

weren't corrected for with eye glasses or contact renses.
À11 students received a course credit for furfilling their
research participation requirement.

Mater ials

The following materials were used in this experiment.

Noise Sensitivity ScaIe (NSS).

The NSS is a 20 item instrument adapted from

weinstein (1978). This scale was ernbedded into the
Enviromental Àttitudes scale (ees). The EAS (Appendix A)

v¡as designed so that the subjects would not be sensitized
to the purpose of the study. This was accomplished by

embedding the NSS items in the 65-item EAS questionnaire.
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The rest of the items asked for generar attitudes toward

the environment (lighting, temperature, air quality, and

spatial arrangements). These items were not analyzed.
The responses to the items range from 1, "disagree
strongly" to 5, "agree strongly". Before completing the

EÀs, subjects provided some demographic information so vre

courd contact the subjects later to participate in the

Office Tasks study.

ÀI1 the NSS items v¡ere scored in the positive
direction, with high scores indicating noise sensitivity
and low scores showing noise insensitivity. since scores

on their items vrere summed, total scores courd range from

20 to 100. Item number nine of Weinstein's (1979)

originar questionnaire, "How much would it matter to you

if an apartment you vrere interested in renting was located
across from a fire station?" v¡as dropped for easier
scoring. The NSS items embedded in the EAS vrere 2, S, g,

13, 16, 20, 24, 29, 32, 35, 39, 41 , 44, 47, 50, 52, 55,

58, 61 , 64.

Weinstein (1978) has found Kuder-Richardson

reriability of .84 to .87 with 3 samples of students and a

test-retest reliability of .7s with a nine week interval
and a sampre size of 72. The type of test reriability
done vras not mentioned. The items were a1r scored on a 5
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point Likert format. Topf (198s) used the scale and

obtained a cronbach's alpha of .76 (H=150) in her study.

Off ice Tasks

The office Tasks package contained the following
tasks and questionnaires (Àppendix B).

Accountinq Ledqer Job (ÀLJ). The ÀLJ is essentialry
a visuar search task, developed to provide a fairly
demanding task for the subjects. The subjects yrere

requested to searchr âs quickly as possible, for three
three-digit numbers in a matrix of 16 x 50 three digit
numbers (..g., Appendix c). The subjects may use their
own strategies and were not required to find all three
numbers before moving on to the next page and another set
r.t numbers.

The ALJ is a pite of 35 individualry different
sheets. The printed digits were erite size with 12

characters per inch and a height of 6 points. The numbers

in the matrix of each sheet were randomly positioned, non-
repeating, and ranged from 111 to 9gg. Each sheet

contained three target numbers risted on top of the
matrix. The three individual digits of the target numbers

vrere also non-repeating. The matrix was divided into four
8 x 25 number quadrants with each target number being
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found in a different quadrant. The three quadrants per

sheet that contained targeL numbers were randomry chosen,

as well as the target numbers themselves.

The clerical visuar search task was used because

Hughes and McNelis (1978) suggested that this task is
respresentative of the commonly encountered visual tasks
in an office setting. À number of researchers have found

noise effects with search tasks (Harris, 1972; Warner &

Heimstra, 1971, 1972, 1973; Woodhead, 1964).

Perceptual Task (pr). The pr was one deveroped by

Feather (1961), and consisted of four line diagrams
(Àppendix D). The diagrams were reproduced on 14 x 10.5

cm. pieces of paper. The papers were arranged in four
piles in front of the student. The papers were praced

face down with a numbered cover sheet placed on top of
each pile (numbered 1 to 4). Àr1 instructions were read

before the task began. The task vras to trace over all the
lines of the diagram without tracing over any line twice
or lifting up the pencil from the paper. There v¡ere two

soluble diagrams and two insoluble diagrams arranged with
the first pile insorubre, second solub1e, third insorubre,
and fourth solubre. The subjects had a 4O-second time
rimit for each piece of paper, but courd attempt a figure
(pile) as many times as they wished. once they changed

pires, they courd not return to work on a previous figure.
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Grass and Singer (1972) first used the scare as a

measure of the amount of frustration an individuar can

torerate after exposure to noise. The subjects were

exposed to four possible noise conditions: (a) loud
unpredictable, (b) loud predictable, (c) soft
unpredictabre, and (d) soft predictable. The insolubre
puzzles led to failure and frustration. Therefore the
subjects' persistence (number of attempts on insorubre
diagrams) by interpretation wourd be related to their
abirity to tolerate ¡ oÊ put up with, frustration. The

results showed that with unpredictabre noise, the loud
condition had significantly fewer attempted trials in both
the first and second insoluble diagram than the soft noise
condition. This indicated that roud unpredictable noise
made people less tolerant of frustration than soft
unpredictable noise. cohen's ( 1 980 ) review of noise
aftereffects concluded that frustration tol_erance is a

reliable measure of noise aftereffects. wohrwill et ar.
(1976) specifically found aftereffects using the
frustration tolerance measure of Feather (1961) after
exposure to 80-85 dB(A) congromerate noise (including
office sounds like typewriters, phones, etc.,) for a

period of 30 minutes.

Adiective Check List (eCf,). The ACL questionnaire is
a 16 item questionnaire containing Likert-type scales from
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1, "not at aIr" to 5, "extremely". The ACL asks how the
subject is feeling at that particurar moment with items
such as sleepy, peaceful, jitteryr âctive, etc. The scale
is rargely a modification (t<aye, 19g4) of the instruments
developed by Hendrick and Lilly (1970), Mackay, Cox,

Burrows and Lazzerini ( 1 978 ) , and NowIis ( 1 965) .

The ACL accesses the factors of stress/anxiety, well-
being, arousar, and fatigue. The items tense, worried,
jittery, and nervous refer to the stress/anxiety factor,
while the items peacefur, reraxed, contented, and pleasant
refer to the welr-being factor. The items active,
energetic, vigorous, and 1ively indicate the presence of
the arousal factor, while the items drowsy, tired,
sluggish, and sleepy indicate the presence of fatigue.

of f ice and ;ob r.ist (o¡r). The oJL is an eight item
questionnaire designed to access the subject's feelings
toward the job tasks and the office setting. The oJL asks

the subjects to rate how interesting and difficult they
found the office tasks from 1, "Not at all" to 5,

"Extremely". The questionnaire is specificarly interested
in whether the subjects found the office sounds disturbing
or not. This guestionnaire arso inquired as to whether

the subjects thought the tasks and settings vrere

appropriate for an office environment from 1 , "No" to 3,
ttYestt.
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Post Experimental Ouestionnaire (pEO). The pEe

consisted of two open ended questions which inquired as to
what the subjects thought the experiment s¡as about and how

they thought they v¡ere to perform. The pEe checks for
such internar validity threats as hypothesis guessing as a

possible cause for the results obtained.

Feedback Sheet

The Feedback sheet revealed the true nature of the
study to the subjects (Appendix E). This sheet also
explained why deception was necessary and some preriminary
results of the study. The feedback sheet was distributed
to the subjects at the end of the ter¡n to futfirl ethical
requi rements.

Office Settinq

The experimentar room (Heigrrt x width x Length¡ 2.44

x 3.35 x 7.82 m) contained 10 tables (each, 0.77 x 1.07 x
0.77 m), and two speakers (¿s vratts each, ât the back of
the room). For the experimenter's identification, the
tables vrere numbered f rom one to ten. Each table vras

serf-contained and did not require the subject to get up

to comprete the experiment. starting from the far left-
hand corner of Lhe table (moving right) there were the
Account Ledger Job tasks (face down), fol-lowed by the
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Perceptual Task (four pires of paper), and in the file bin
on the far right-hand corner were the ÀcL, oJL, and pBe

sheets. Directly in the center of the table in front of
the subject v¡as the Of f ice Tasks booklet.

The temperature ranged from 22" 2s" c during the
experiment. The humidity is onry important in cases of
extremery high values, which did not occur during the
running of the study. To get an average horizontar
ilrurninance of 1000 rux for the room, the setting of
illuminance at the center of Tabre 1 ranged from 1240 to
1280 1ux. There vrere nine fl-uorescent right fixtures
attached to the ceiring of the room with four fluorescent
lights per fixture.

Office Noise

The office noise was taped in the psychology General

office at the university of Manitoba. Two 4s minute

sessions v¡ere taped 1 5 minutes after runch hour on BASF

LH-Er 90 tapes. one tape vras of the secretaries' work

environment and the other r.ras taped in the photocopy room.

The microphones were praced at the north and south ends of
the rooms. They were not conspicuous, though the

secretaries v¡ere aware of their presence. The two tapes
h'ere mixed together to get a congromerate of office
noises.
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To evaruate the office noise an acoustic anaryzer
(cnN RAD Moder 1988 precision rntegration sound Level
Meter and Ànalyzer) was obtained. The microphone of the
analyzer vras placed at the center of the room and adjusted
to a height of 1.27 m (about ear height for a seated

individuar). The acoustic analyzer measures the sound

pressure leveÌ (spr.) present. The spL is the decibel (ds)

equivalent of the mean square sound pressure. The A

weighting was used as it is the measure which paralrels
the sensitivity of the human ear most closery (Hassalr ç

zaveri, 1979) . The acoustic analyzer arrows for three
measures to characterize the noise being measured over a

given time intervar. The equivarent continuous sound

IeveI (r,eQ) is an integrated measure of the acoustic
energy lever for varied noise levers across a given time
period. Therefore, the LEe is the constant sound rever,
that would produce the same acoustic energy as the time
varying sounds did during the measurement period. The

sound exposure level (snr,) is the total sound level energy
measured over the time period (summed mean sguare spt).
The maximum sound pressure level (uaxspr.) is the highest
instantaneous sPL measurement registered on the acoustic
analyzer during the measurement period.

Measuring during a 10 min. interval- at the beginning
of the tape, Lhe low noise condiÈion was set at sz.z dB(À)

se

62
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LEQ, 80.0 dB(A) seL, and had a 66.7 dB(À) uexspr.. The

high noise condition was set at 74.6 dB(À) reg, 102.4

dB (A) ser,, and had a 89. 1 dB (À) uaxspr,. Mackenzie ( 1 975 )

estimated that office noise ranged from 5o-go dB(À).
Fifty-two dB(A) spr vras set so that it would mask the
normar ambient noise level of between 40-50 dB(A). The

occupational safety and Hearth Àct (osHÀ) of 197o requires
that industriar noise lever not exceed 90 dB(A), as this
is the lever where temporary threshord shifts start to
occur (tayl0r, 1970). If one is exposed to such a high
revel of noise for a short period of time then the
sensitivity of the ear wirl decrease compared to before
noise exposure (Hassalr ç zaveri, 197g) . This decrease in
sensitivity is temporary, but as the lever anð,/or Lime

exposure increases then the recovery time for the ear
increases. I^7ith continued noise exposure the ear may

never recover and there is now a permanent threshold
shift. To guarantee the safety of the subject and to keep

the setting normal¡ êrì 74.6 dB(À) spr, revel v¡as set so

that the MÀXSpL would not exceed 90 dB(A).

To fuIly describe the acoustic characteristics of
interior environments an octave band anarysis and

reverberation measure are recommended (Hegvold & May,

1978).
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Insert Table 1 about here

Tabre 1 irrustrates the octave band analysis done on

the office noise recordings. Each measure was taken with
the acoustic anaryzer over a five minute intervar at the
beginning of the tape. Keighley (1970) in his evaluation
of 44 pubic and private offices recorded one minute for
every 20 minutes of office noise. only 30 minutes of
office noise was used giving a one to six ratio evaruation
of the office noise. Keighley (1970) also established
that office settings could range from 50 dB(À), average

level for drawing offices to 82 dB(À), average level for
machine offices. The row and high noise settings for LEe

both fall within this range. purcelr and Thorne (1977)

estabrished a linear curve pattern for an octave band

anarysis. The linear curve pattern for the row office
noise condition of LEe and MÀxspL would be located
slightly lower on the db(À) scare than purcell and Thorne
(1977), but would parallel the curve's generar pattern.
Nemecek and Grandjean (1973a, 1973b) found in 1S

landscaped offices frequent peaks occured g to 9 dB(À)

above the average reading and infrequent peaks occuring g

to 11 dB(À) above the average. The office noise used in
Èhis study had MÀxspL reading 13-14 dB(À) above the LEe.
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Insert Table 2 about here

rn Table 2 is a breakdown of the revels registered at
each of the tables in the room. The measurements v¡ere

taken with the acoustic anaryzer over a five minute
intervar at the beginning of the office noise tape. The

microphone was again set up at ear height when seated at
each of the chair positions. one can see that there is
only a possibre 3 dB(À) LEe variation across the tabres in
the low and high noise setting.

Reverberation time (T.o) is the time in seconds for a

reverberant sound fietd to decay 60 dB after a noise
source has been shut off. Calculation of the
reverberation time is based on the initiar slope of the
sound level decay and is outrined in Lord, Gatr.y, and

Evensen (1980).

Insert Table 3 about here

In Table 3 is a breakdown of the different
reverberation times across the recommended measuring
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frequencies. The overall average reverberation time
(Tso=1.59s) for the room is not within the optimum

reverberation times outlined for what could be considered
a "dead" room. A "dead" room being a room where sound

quality is most valued (..g., theaters or broadcast

studios; Hegvold & May, 1978). To represent an office
sound environment, the room should not have been a "dead"
room. This room wourd then be considered a "rive" room

with many sound reflections reaching the observer. These

reverberation times did, however, neet the criteria that
they not vary much across frequencies. Therefore the room

environment did not selectivety refrect or absorb only
certain frequencies of sound, the range of reverberation
times being 1.53 to 1.77 seconds.

Desiqn and procedure

Students were screened by filling out the EÀS.

contained within the EAs vras the NSS. This was done so

that subjects wourd not be specificarry aware that noise
sensitivity was of interest in the study. Harcum and

Monti (1973) noted that subjects if aylare of the
hypothesis will try to help prove the experimenter's
hypothesis in noise research. The subjects were chosen

from this screening test: B0 subjects (10 females, 10

males) were assigned to one of four groups (row noise-row
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sensitivity, 1ow noise-high sensitivity, high noise-low
sensitivity, high noise-high sensitivity).

The decision to have harf mare and half femare

subjects in this study Ì{as to address the issues brought
up by Hudgens and Billingsley (1979). The proportion of
males and females in the workforce is rapidry approaching
50-50. Yet there is a rack of noise studies done wittr
v¡omen subjects. Eicher and Lapointe (1995) also pointed
out the inability of research to be generarized to the
real world v¡ithout equal sex subject research.

The number of subjects selected to participate in the
office Tasks study s¡as based partially on prior research,
statistical concerns, and the selection of noise sensitive
and insensitive individuars. Hancock's (1gg4) review of
noise performance research shows an average of zo subjects
per experimental ce11. The twenty subjects (10 females,
1 0 males ) per cel1 \ì'ere suf f ic ient to f all into the
guidelines of normarity and, therefore, not require a

normality check in the statisticar anarysis. Noise

sensitive and insensitive individuals were defined as the
upper and lower quartile scores on the NSS respectively.
The 344 screened subjects arrowed for approximately 40

noise sensitive and 40 noise insensitive individuals who

were able to participate in the study. Male subjects
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obtaining scores of 74 or higher were considered as noise
sensitive, and scores of 62 or rower v¡ere considered noise
insensitive. Femare subjects obtaining scores of 7s or
higher ?¡ere considered noise sensitive, and scores of 62

or lower vrere considered noise insensitive.

The subjects were contacted by phone to participate
in an office Tasks experiment. They were told that they
were chosen from a rist of students who had firled in a

number of previous guestionnaires and asked if they $¡ere

interested in participating in this experiment. A

different experimenter from the one who administered the
EÀs contacted the subjects and ran the office Tasks

experiment. The subjects entering the experimentat room

were then randomly assigned to one of ten tables. The

sessions were randomly assigned to ttre high or low noise
condition. The noise sensitivity and sex factor were not
controrred for at each individual session but were

dependent on the availability of time slots for the
students. After eight randomly assigned sessions were

run, extra sessions vJere run to firr the number of
subjects required per situation. To complete the study,
26 sessions in totar had to be run with the number of
subjects per session ranging from one to ten. subjects
who missed sessions were then run under the original
situation assigned to them randomly.
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once the students were seated at the tables, the
experiment began. The instructions for the experiment
were both recorded on tape and written down on the office
Tasks bookret. The experimenter was only there to sign
the experimental cards and answer any questions pertaining
to the understanding of the instructions. The ALJ lasted
30 minutes and the pr rasted 1s minutes. The office noise
r'Ias played only during the ALJ task. ÀcL, oJL and pEo

sect ions vrere f i rred in at the students ovrn pace af ter the
previous two tasks had been completed. The total
experiment lasted approximately one hour. The students
were dismissed after they had completed the office Tasks

bookret and any questions they had were ansv¡ered. Àfter
all sessions vrere run, feedback sheets were distributed in
the introductory crasses the subjects were recruited from.

Results

The statistical Analysis system (ses) package vras

used to do the data analysis. pillai's Trace was used to
evaruate significance in the multivariate analysiô of
variance (Manova) as it is the most robust to
heterogeneity of variance. post hoc comparisons were done

by hand. The lever of significance set at disproving the
null hypothesis was 0.05 while the level set at proving
the null hypothesis was 0.10.
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The ages of the subjects were between 1g and 26, so

age differences yrere not rooked at in this experiment.

Hvpotheses

ÀLJ- À number of dependent measures vrere derived
from the Accounting Ledger Job. The number of
opportunities the subjects had to find target numbers, the
number of numbers the subjects marked that they had found,
the number of target numbers found correctly, the number

of mistakes (wrong positions or v¡rong numbers found), and

the number of numbers skipped or not found vrere al1
recorded. The independent variables r{ere sex, noise
sensitivity, and noise leveI. A Manova s¡as used to
evaluate the dependent variables as they are all derived
from the same task and, therefore, must be rerated. prior
to performing the Manova, assumptions of variance
homogeneity and normarity were met. Experimentar cerls
contained equar numbers to insure variance homogeneity and

cel1 sizes were rarge enough to assume normarity. No

outliers or missing data values were present.

No overalr significance v¡as found when a Manova vras

performed on sex [f(3, 70) = 0.16, p<.9209] and noise
level [r(3, 70) = 2.09r p<.1090]. Às these resurt were to
be expected, a review of the univariate analysis was done.

The univariate analysis rooking specificalry at t.he number
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of numbers skipped reveared a significant effect [F(1, 72)

= 4-68r p<.03381. subjects under high noise conditions
skipped more target number s Gq=2.73 , S.D. =3. 1 4 ) than
subjects under the low noise condition (M=1.45,

s.q.=1.80). No overall or univariate noise sensitivity
effect was found [F(3, 70) = 0.31, p<.9151] No interaction
between noise sensitivity and noise rever was found [n(3,
70) = 0.04r p<.98961. Therefore the first hypothesis that
noise sensitivity and levet would interact to produce

unique effects was not confirmed.

PT. The perceptuar Task arlowed for three dependent

measures: (a) number of attempts of the first insorubre
diagram' (b) number of attempts of the second insorubre
diagram, and (c) the totar of (a) and (b) for three
measures of frustration tolerance. The independent
variables vlere sex, noise sensitivity, and noise level. À

Manova was used to evaluate the dependent variables as

they are all derived from the same task and therefore must

be related. Prior to performing the Manova, assumptions

of variance homogeneity and normality were met.

Experimentar ce1ls contained equal numbers to insure
variance homogeneity and cerl sizes yrere rarge enough to
assume normality. No outriers or missing data values were

present.
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No significant effects due to noise sensitivity were

found with the Manova lF(Z, 71) = 0.74, p<.4921f,
confirming Hypothesis 2 that noise sensitivity wourd not
affect aftereffects. The overalr noise level was found

significantly different [F(2, 71) = 4.43, p<.0154]. The

significant differences were specificarry found in the
second insolubre diagram [r(1, 7Ð = 7.76r p<.0069] and

the totaL score [r'(I, 72) = 3.99, p<.0496]. The row noise
level had the higher number of attempts in both
situations. subjects in the row noise attempted u=g.gz
(S.O.=4.23) second insoluble diagrams and M=16.45

(S.Ð..=5.85) total insoluble diagrams as compared to
subjects in the high noise condition, who tried U=6.30
(S.q. --3.72) second insoluble diagrams and M= 13.47

(s.o-. =7.47) total insorubre diagrams. These resurts then
confirm Hypothesis 3 that high noise levels wourd create
greater frustration in the subjects.

AcL. The Adjective checklist vras divided into the
four dimensions of stress, welI-being, fatiguÊr and

arousal for the dependent measures. The independent

variables were sex, noise sensitivity, and noise rever. À

Manova y¡as used to evaluate the dependent variables as

they are all derived from the same task and therefore must

be related. Prior to performing the Manova, assumptions

of variance hornogeneity and normality were met.
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Experimental cells contained equar numbers to insure
variance homogeneity and celr sizes were large enough to
assume normality. No outliers or missing data values r.¡ere

present.

The Manova had non significant results with noise
sensitivity on arousal and fatique Lr(2, 71) = 1.09,
p<.3407J to confirm Hypothesis 4 that noise sensitivity
would not affect arousal and fatigue. The Manova for
arousal and fatigue did have a significant interaction
between noise leveI and sex lg(2, 71) = 3.25, p<.04551 .

The specific difference was found on the fatigue dimension
of the scale [f(t, 72) = G.27, p<.0145, Figure 1J, with
males having higher fatigue scores under the high noise
situation whire femares having higher fatigue scores in
the l-ow noise situation. pairwise post hoc comparisons

with the Bonferroni inequality test found that femares

under low noise levels significantly differed on fatigue
from males under low noise situations (p<.01). These

results provide partial support for Hypothesis 6 in the
case of fatigue with male subjects. Hypothesis 6 had

predicted that high noise would resurt in higher arousar
and fatigue.

Insert Figure 1 about here
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An overall Manova for stress and vrell-being was arso
done. An overall significant noise sensitivity difference
was found lp(2, 71) = 4.3G, p<.01631. Both well-being
[F(1, 72) = 4.21 r p<.0438] and stress dimensions [r(t, 72)

= 7.63, p<.00731 were significant. The noise insensitive
subjects (M=8.32, s.D.=2.35) had higher scores on welr-
being than sensitive subjects QtI=7.22, S.Ð. =2.40) and the
noise insensitive sub jects (tq=S.42 , S.q. =1 .97 ) had lower
stress scores than sensitive subjects (M=7.00, S.Ð. =3.23 ) .

There was an overall sex effect lf(2, 71) = 3.69,
p<.0302). This effect was specifically found in the
stress score [r(1, 72) = 5.40, p<.0230]. Males had

consistently lower stress scores (M=5.55, s.D.=2.22) than
f emales (tq=6.87, s.Ð. =3.12). Noise revels did not af f ect
stress or wel-l-being lF(2, 71) = 1"66¡ p<.19791 . No noise
level and noise sensitivity interactions effects yrere

found lt(2, 71) = 0.48, p<.61851 and Hypothesis 5 that
noise level and sensitivity would interact to produce

differential stress and werl-being scores lras not
confirmed.

Noise Sensitivitv ScaIe

The subjects chosen for the office tasks study had a
point biserial correration of r=0.259 (p..0207) with noise
sensitivity and the guestion of whether the office noise
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was disturbing or not. The point biserial correration vras

done because of the dichotomy in rating noise sensitive
and insensitive individuars. The significant but row

correration makes the predictive ability of the NSS

questionabre in this office setting. since the NSS has

never been used to predict noise sensitivity in an office
setting, further evaruations of the NSS were done. From

the original 344 subjects a descriptive analysis of the
NSs was undertaken. The noise sensitivity ratings ranged

from 22 to 98 with a mean score of 67.59. The

distribution curve $¡as only very srightly negativery
skewed (-0.497) .

To better evaluate the predictive ability of the NSS,

a correlation matrix, principal component factor anarysis,
and varimax rotation were done on the screened sample.

The correration matrix of the Nss revealed correration
scores of 0.359 to 0.716 0f the items with the total noise
sensitivity rating. However, there were four eigenvalues
above one in the principar component analysis with only
three factors containing items with loadings of above 0.50
(rab1e 4). Factor t had seven items (20,32,35, 44,50,
58, 64) with a total exprained variance of 26.9g%. Factor
2 had three items (2+, 38,41) with a total exprained
variance of 7.08%. Factor 3 had three items (2, g, 52)

with a total exprained variance of s.7g%. Factor 4 had
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two items (16, 61 ) and a total- exprained variance of
5.57%. The total variance accounted for by the four
factors was 45.41%. Factor t had items generally
concerned srith noise disturbance during work or high
concentration. Factor 2 had items rerating to mild
everyday neighbourhood noise. Factor 3 contained items

dealing with the unwanted loud noises in one's
environment. Factor 4 items dealt with noise that
disrupted everyday behavior (".g., sreep). The Factors in
general center around situations where sounds became

disturbing for the individual. rf the item roading
criterion was set at 0.40 then the four factors wourd

include all the NSS items (Factor 1 - 47, 55; Factor 2 -
5, 13¡ Factor 4 - 28). The inclusion of these items did
not alter the Factor tabels described above.

Insert Table 4 about here

Reqress i on

Since noise sensitivity did not produce many

significant results, a regression analysis v¡as done to see

the predictive ability of the other independent variables
possibre in the experiment on the dependent variables
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described above. The situationar orientation of the NSS

factors indicates that the entire NSS may not have been

the most usefur in predicting noise annoyance or effects
in an office situation. However, other variabres such as

whether the subjects found the noise disturbing or not

could be a good predictor of the dependent variables. À

regression analysis al1ows for this hypothesis to be

tested. Therefore the results could give a better
understanding of noise effects and noise sensitivity in a

specif ic off ice setting.

À number of rules v¡ere observed in the regression
analyses of each dependent variable to forrow. Due to the
fact that there s¡ere only 80 subjects and a possibility of
10 predictor variables, the significance rimit praced on

the predictor variables were p<.025. The predictor
variabres used for each dependent variabre vrere level of
noise, noise sensitivity, number of subjects in the room

for the experiment, the exact noise exposure for each

subject position, sex of the subject, finding the ALJ

difficult, finding the pT difficult, finding the ALJ

interesting, finding the pr interesting, and finding the

office sounds disturbing. The questions concerning the

subject's opinions of the of f ice tasks (er,,: and pr) and

office sounds were found on the oJL. The Forward and

Backward stepwise regression procedures were used in each

se
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case and resulted in identical results, therefore, only
the Forward procedure v¡as reported.

ALJ. The regression analysis indicated that the
correct numbers found was significantly predicted by

finding the office sounds disturbing [r(t, 7g) = 11.97,
p<.0009, L2=.1331. The number of opportunities the
subjects had to find target numbers was predicted by

finding the ÀLJ difficult lF(2, 77) = 14.34, p<.0001,

L2=-155], and the number of subjects in the experimental
room lF(2, 77) = 7.09, p<.0095, L2=.0711 for a total
L2=-226. The number of numbers the subjects put down as

found was predicted by finding the office sounds

disturbing lF(2, 77) = 6.56r p<.0124, L2=.142), and

f inding the ÀLJ dif f icult lr(2, 77) = 5.70¡ p<.0194,
r2=.0591 for a total L2=.201. The number of mistakes made

and the number skipped were not predicted significantly by

any independent variable. Finding the office noise
disturbing was predictive of two of the five dependent

variables of the ÀLJ. Noise sensitivity was not
predictive of any of these variables.

PT. The regression analysis indicated that the
number of first insoluble diagrams attempted was predicted
by finding the pT difficult [F(3, 76) = 17.24, p<.0001,

L2=.1541 , the sex of the subject [r'(3, 76) = 7 .4g I
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p<.0078, L2=.0671 and finding the ÀLJ difficult [F(3, 76)

= 6.59, p<.0122, L2=.0621 for a total L2=.2g3. The number

of second insoruble diagrams attempted was only predicted
by the exact noise level for each seat position [r(t, 7g)

= 8.43r p<.0048, L2=.0981. The overall number of
insoluble diagrams attempted was predicted by finding the
PT difficurt [F(2, 77) = 33.36, p<.0001, rz=.229f and sex

It(2, 77) = 12.99r p<.0006, L2=.1111 for a total rz=.340.

AcL. The regression analysis indicated that the
fatigue factor was not predicted by any variabre. The

arousar factor was predicted by how difficurt the subjects
found the PT lr(1, 78) = 6.39, p<.0135, L2=.0761. The

stress factor vras predicted by the disturbance caused by

the noise lF(2,77) = 14.28, p<.0003, r2=.1351 and the sex

of the subject lF(2, 77) = 5"91r p<.01091 , r2=.0701 for a

Lotar L2=.205. The well-being factor was predicted by how

disturbing the subjects found the office noise [n(t, 7g) =

6.90r p<.0104, L2=.0721.

Adiective Mood Checklist

The ÀcL was a modification of the originar Mood

Àdjective checklist (ttackay et ar., 197g). Therefore a

re-anarysis of the different factors in the scare v¡as done

to check for cross-study reriabitity. A correlation
matrix, Principar component factor analysis, and a varimax
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rotation on the ÀCL scores were done. The loading
criterion was set at .60 because of the small sampre

invorved. Four eigenvarues above one were found (rable

5). Factor 1 corresponded with the arousar dimension with
each of the predicted items loading above 0.60 on the

factor with the varimax rotation. Factor 2 corresponded

with the fatigue dimension with each of the predicted
items loading above 0.60 on the factor with the varimax

rotation. The werr-being dimension corresponded to Factor
3 but Þ¡ithout item 9 roading above 0.60. The stress
dimension corresponded to Factor 4 but without item 7

loading above 0.60. The items defined in each factor were

then the ones used to achieve the mood state scores for
the dependent variables of stress, well-being, arousal,
and fatigue used in the earlier analysis.

Insert TabLe 5 about here

If the criterion for loading was set at 0.40 then

item 7 would have arso l-oaded on to the stress dimension.

Office and Job List

The OJL measured other independent variables (e.g.,
sex) which might be important to the experiment.
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Therefore the majority of the office and Job list vras used

as predictor variables in the regression analyses done

above.

Insert Table 5 and Table 7 about here

In the evaluation of the office tasks and

environment, Table 6 and 7 shows how the subjects
perceived the situation. The majority of the subjects
felt that the room represented an office environment (60.0

and 65.0%). The subjects were evenly divided in their
attitudes about the tasks representing office tasks.
There were no noticabre differences in peopre's perception
of the office envrironment under high or row noise. There

v¡ere more undecided individuals when it come to the office
tasks for the high (40.0%) vs. Iow (22"5%) noise
condition.

Post Experimental Ouestionnaire

A review of the pEe responses showed no significant
sex differences so the summary tabres of the results
collapsed across sexes. The post experimental
questionnaire reveared that there h'ere a number of
purposes of the study suggested by the subjects. They
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ranged from a study of office environments to a study of
time pressure on a task. No mention of noise sensitivity
v¡as noted. The pBe responses for question one of the
purpose of the experiment fell into seven general

categories. There were responses which refered to the
distraction or break in concentration caused by noise, the
mood changes occurring due to noise and/or environment,
the differentiar performance effects due to different
tasksr sêx based differences, the pressure of time on

performance' the general hypothesis of environment

affecting performance, and a don't now or btank response.
Low noise-sensitive individuars suspected more mood

changes. High noise-sensitive individuars suspected more

environmental effects. High noise-insensitive individuals
suspected more time pressure effects. Most individuals
regardress of the si'tuation and category suspected that
the noise was a distraction.

Insert Table I about here

The subjects arso had a range of responses to how

they thought they ï¡ere to perform. They ranged from doing
poorly due to noisy situations to getting tired as the
experiment progressed. Five of the general response
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categories for the second question of how subjects lrere to
perform were identical to the first question's categories.
The sixth category of response for the second guestion v¡as

characterized as a "good subject". subjects responded to
the question by stating that they tried to be as true and

honest to the study as possible. The responses for the
different groupings were generarry more variable here than
the first question. High noise-sensitive individuals were

more rikely to point to a noise distraction. Low noise-
sensitive and high noise-insensitive expected mood

changes. Low noise individuals in general were more

1ikely to be "good subjects".

Insert Table 9 about here

Di scuss i on

rn the case of task performance, the obvious measures

such as the number of target opportunities, the number

marked as found, and the number correctry found did not
show any evidence of noise leve1 effects nor an

interaction of noise sensitivity with noise lever effects.
This result is consistent with previous research
(Broadbent, 1979; woodhead, 1964) where noise level-
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effects are not found with single (repetitive, simpre)

Èasks. rn contrast to the lack of task performance

effects during noise exposure, aftereffects vlere readiry
bbtained in terms of the second insoluble and total
insoluble attempt scores on the pT. The high noise
situation produced a l0wer fustration torerance as

reflected in the PT when compared to the row noise lever.
rn addition to the post-noise measure of frustration
torerance, the number of numbers skipped in the ALJ can

also be taken as evidence of a frustration torerance
effect. The high noise level produced more skipped

numbers versus the low noise situation. Noise sensitivity
did not affect either of these measures. Àlso, the
predicted interaction of the noise sensitivity and noise
rever variables in the ALJ vras not found. Though the nurr
effects of noise sensitivity on aftereffects were

predicLed, it means little if noise sensitivity effects
during noise exposure Ì{ere not found. Two null results
with noise sensitivity coutd mean that the construct is
not useful to noise research or that the construct is not
well enough understood to be useful at this time. rf
noise sensitivity effects during noise exposure were found

then the rogic of the aftereffects hypothesis courd be

further strengthened, by the knowledge that noise
sensitivity is a usefur variabre. The guestion of whether
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noise sensitivity is a usefur variable has yet to be

answered. As predicted, there r.rere no noise sensitivity
effects for arousal and fatiguêr whire measurements of
stress and werl-being.were affected by noise sensitivity
in the predicted direction. Noise sensiti've individuars
felt more stress and less well-being than noise
insensitive individuals. An interaction between noise
lever and noise sensitivity for stress was also predicted
but not found. The noise level did interact with sex and

not noise sensitivity to produce unique results in the
fatigue dimension. That is femares vrere more fatigued in
low noise vs. high noise situations, whire males behaved

in the reverse manner.

The reason for the absence of performance effects of
noise sensitivity courd be the same as that for the
absence of noise effects. That is, noise sensitivity may

have no impact on simple, repetitive, search tasks.
Ànother reason may tie in the measurement instrumentr âs

shown by the resurts of the factor anarysis and the
regression anarysis. The factor analysis of the Nss

reveared two things. Firstly, the noise sensitivity scale
broke down into four factors. Looking at the items

loading into the different factors, it wourd appear that
Factor 1 concerns noise when the subject is trying to
concentrate on studying. Factor 2 ís concerned with mird
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irritating noise and Factor 3 concerns very roud noise
caused by others. Factor 4 concerns noise interupting
activities. Even if the scale is a noise sensitive scare
in general, the four dimensions illustrate the difficurty
in defining and understanding noise. Secondly, the
factors break down situationarly. The factors divide more

due to the view of noise according to the setting rather
than the nature of the noise itself. Therefore the NSS

might be a good general noise sensitivity scare, but not
appropriate to testing for specific sensitivity to office
noise or setting.

The NSS score did significantry correLate with how

disturbing the subjects found the office noise. However,

Èhis correration was quite 1ow considering the similarity
of the two concepts. The question of office noise
disturbance accesses the annoyance the subjects fert
during the task. The strength of this annoyance variable
in regression anarysis points to the possible effect of
annoyance on performance during noise. when a regression
ana.lysis was done for dependent variabres, two of the five
performance effects, and stress and well-being were alt
significantly rerated to the feering of disturbance caused

by the office noise. But there do not appear to be any

studies dealing with this rerationship of annoyance and

performance effects. The question may be whether noise
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sensitivity and annoyance are distinctly different
concepts, or whether there is a particular dimension of
noise sensitivity that is specific to an individual's
annoyance tor¡ards noise while perf orming various t.asks.

If found, this dimension would then help researchers

better predict people's performance during noise.

In regards to the aftereffects tasks, the second

insoluble diagram is the best measure of aftereffects. As

v¡as found in Grass and singer (1972) the second insoluble
diagram had a significantly higher number of attempts

after low noise than high noise. In the regression
anarysis the first insoluble diagram was rerated to a

number of variables (..9,, sex, rated difficulty of
tasks), but the second insoluble diagram was specificarly
significantry rerated to the noise revel at each seat
position. This fact builds a strong Iink between

aftereffects and specific noise 1evels.

Affective states as measured by the ACL were found to
be quite varid as the factor anarysis defined most of the
variabres suggested as tapping into each dimension. The

only two items reft out of the affective states anarysis
$¡ere "jittery" and "contented". This result courd well be

due to the smarr sampre size and therefore the need for
conservative roading criterion. More riberal criterion
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wourd have included one or both items in their respective
dimensions.

The sex of the subject has also been confirmed as an

important variabre in the noise research area. rn this
study, sex was found significant in producing stress and

interacting with noise IeveI to affect fatigue as well as

relating through regression analysis to two aftereffects
measures. Therefore sex is an independent variable that
shourd be controlled for or studied in noise research.

Given the state of the theories on noise research
reviewed earrier in the paper, the resurts are hard to
discuss in terms of any one theory. The nature of the
tasks and the overrap of the theories do not allow for a

comparison between arousar, cognitiver or attentional
theories. The results do arlow for a discussion of the
general concept of limited capacity and "cost". The

"cost" is crearly shown through the aftereffects and is
made stronger by the fact that noise lever is the single
most important factor in this resurt. The only difference
in demands praced on the subject's capacity in this
experiment vras noise levers. Therefore the differential
demands placed by noise revel- differences resulted in
differential "cost". To furlher support this notion
future research may want to look at a variations in task
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comprexity or the interaction of task comprexity with
noise levels to produce a differentiar "cost". This

"cost" is reveared in the aftereffect of frustration
tolerance measures. The resurts arso point to the limited
capacity of the individual. The "cost" is lower

frustration tolerance. The capacity is to tolerate high
demands created by the task or the noise. The noise

levels infruence how much capacity the subject has to
tolerate or dear with other tasks. rn rine with this
suggestion are the performance effect results, with
significant differences in effects found in the number of
skipped numbers. This measure accesses the numbers

skipped (not attempted) and/oc gave up on. rn either case

the measure indirectì.y relate to the possible frustration
or intolerance the subjects were feeling. The

aftereffects resuÌts arready showed that frustration
tolerance is directly related to the noise rever. The

subject's capacity to torerate not finding, or attempting
to find the right positions is modified by noise. High

noise revers then cause an increase in giving up onr oF

not even searching for the target numbers. The affective
states resurts also point to a frustration tolerance
effect. The dimensions of stress, well-being, and arousal
were unaffected by the noise rever. But the fatigue
dimension which would best relate to frustration was
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affected by the sex by noise rever interaction. The

fernale subject's tendency to be less fatigued with high
noise levels is inexplicable with regards to the

frustration premise, but the mare's tendency to be moré

fatigued with high noise is exprained quite readiry. The

mare subjects with increased frustraÈion due to the roud

noises are more fatigued. The results suggest that
tolerance courd be the limited capacity and furstration
the "cost" in the general theory of noise effects.

Many authors have suggested that continuous noise
levels below 90 dB(A) are "safe" or produce no effects
(Broadbent, 1979; cohen & weinstein, 19g1; Hancock, 19g4).

This is one of the reasons so many researchers use

extremely high noise levels [>90 dB(A)] in their
experiments. This experiment shows that noise revers
below 90 dB(A) can cause performance effects,
aftereffects, and affective state changes.

A probrem with the research design in hindsight could
be the pracement of the ACL. The ÀcL was firred out after
the PT which could mean that the ÀcL þ¡as measuring the
feeling due to both the ÀLJ with noise and pr in quiet.
The regression analysis of the arousal dimension of the
ACL hints at this possibility as the perception of
difficulty of the PT was the best predictor of the arousal
score.
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The subjects perceived the setting as office rike,
but further improvement in the Èype of tasks and the rray

they are presented must be done to make subjects perceive
them as office tasks. The different noise levels did not
influence this perception. The improvement courd herp
control for hypothesis quessing and other internal
validity threats.

r n eva]-uat ing the internar val idi ty, the pEe f ound

that the subjects were not avrare of the noise sensitivity
aspect of the study. However, they did suggest a noise
level distraction hypothesis. The lack of cLear noise
rever effects in the majority of the ALJ measures show

that this hypothesis guessing did not effect the results
of this experiment. of the rest of the hypotheses, none

dominant the minds of the subjects nor did they rump

together in how they thought they were to perform.

To summaríze, there are six conclusions that can be

drawn: (1) Hoise sensitivity is a multi-dimensional
concept and shourd be treated as such in the future. (2)

Aftereffects are best measured by the second insoruble
diagram of the pr. (3) The ACL validly measured four
dimensions which appear to access stress, well-being,
fatigue and arousal.

se
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The major conclusions emerging from the study are:
(4) Sex is an important variable to be taken into
consideration in the noise research area. (s) rne resurts
support a generar 1imited capacity and "cost" theory. (6)

Noise levels within acceptable levels for hearing [< 90

ag(a)l sti11 produced performance effects, frustration
tolerance aftereffects, and affective state changes.

The noise research area is a developing fierd which

is starting to branch out into many different areas. rt
is important to remember that it is only through drawing

these branches together that an integrated theory of noise

effects is possibre. This paper has tried to draw some of
the different branches together in order to understand

noise effects better.
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Firstr wê need some information about you.

On the IBM (MuItiple Choice) Answer Sheet:

Please PRINT your Name in the space indicated.

Put your Student Number in the appropriate places.

Indicate your Country of Birth over the space marked

EXÀMINATION CENTRE.

Indicate your Ase over the space marked for
SEAT NUMBER.

Indicate your Countrv of Citizenship over the space

marked for COURSE.

Indicate your Sex over the space marked for SECTION.

Place your Phone Numbeg over the space marked for
INSTRUCTOR.

Place your ansvrer for the following question over the

space marked for YEAR.

Is English your first language (t¡other tongue)? yES NO
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PLEÀSE REÀD ÀLL INSTRUCTIONS OVER CAREFULLY BEFORE BEGINNING!

The Environmental Àttitudes scale is a series of questions which will
find out how you feel about different feat.ures of the environments that you
work, study, play, sleep, etc. in. There are no right or wrong answers. we
are only interested in finding out about your feelings towardã environments.
Please answer al-l the items on the rBM (MuItiple Choice) answer sheet.

1. It makes a big difference
12

to me whether there is carpeting in a room.

345
NEITHER ÀGREE AGREE
AGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE

2. r

DI SAGREE
STRONGLY

ÐI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

DI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

would mind living on a

12
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGLY SLTGHTLY

comf ortable temperature
12

noisy street even

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

is more important
3

NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

if the apartment I had was nice.
45

ÀGREE ÀGREE
SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

to me than how ntce a room is.
45

AGREE ÀGREE
SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

3. À

5. I am more aware of noise
12

DISAGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGTY SLIGHTLY

6. f am more aware of lighting
12

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGTY SLIGHTLY

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

4. Yly privacy is
1

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

something thaÈ

2
DI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

I am very fussy about.
34

NEITHER AGREE
ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY
DI SÀGREE

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

5
AGREE

STRONGLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

the chair provided.

5
ÀGREE

STRONGIY

Èhan I used to
3

NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

than I used

3
NEITHER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

be.

4
AGREE

SLTGHTT,Y

to be.

4
AGREE

SLIGHTLY

7. f am more aware of Èemperature than I
123

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NETTHER
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR

DI SÀGREE

8. f generalJ.y find that tables
12

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

used to be.

4
ÀGREE

SLIGHTLY

are too high relative to
34

NEITHER ÀGREE
ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY
DI SÀGREE

I mind if someone turns up his/her stereo full bl,ast even
in a while"

1

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

2
DI SAGREE
StI GHTLY

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

4
AGREE

SLIGHTLY

if it is once

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

9"
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10. I am disturbed if the air in my room is stal-e.
1234

DISÀGREE DISAGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE

11. Other people changing the thermostat annoys me.

12345
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR STIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SAGREE

12. Cigarette smoke in a restaurant reatly bothers me.

1234
DISÀGREE DISAGREE NEITHER ÀGREE AGREES?RONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

13. Àt movies, whispering and crinkl-ing candy wrappers disturb me.

12345
DISAGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

14. Bright lighting bothers me.

12345
DISAGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

ÐI SÀGREE

15. Extreme temperatures disturb me.

123
DTSAGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

16. r am easily awakened by noise.
12345

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE

17. The temperature of my room has a greât affect on how wetr r sJ.eep.

12345
ÐISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY AGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

18. The cleanliness of the room that r sleep i-n is important to me.

12345
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE AGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

19- I_! is very important to me to have a place where I can study withoutdistractions.

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE AGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE



20. If it's noisy nhere Irm
move someplace else.

12
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

studying, I try to

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SAGREE

Noise
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door or window or

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

important to me.

5
AGREE

STRONGLY

close the

4
AGREE

SLIGHTLY

is very
4

ÀGREE
SLIGHTLY

21. The lighting that I have when I am studying

22. T}re waII coLors of my room

12
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

23. I f there are too many people

I

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

-1

DI SAGREE
STRONGLY

DI SAGREE
STRONGLY

2
DI SÀGREE
SLIGHTLY

2
DI SÀGREE
SLIGHTLY

DI SAGREE
SLIGHTLY

3
NEI THER
AGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

are important
3

NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

in a room,

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SAGREE

t.o me.

4
ÀGREE

SLI GHTLY

then I feel
4

AGREE
SLl GHTLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

uncomfortable.
5

ÀGREE
STRONGLY

24. I get annoyed when my neighbors are noisy.
123

25. I prefer a cloth covered

12
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

NEI THER
AGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

seat to a wooden

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

4
ÀGREE

SLIGHTLY

seat.
4

ÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

)'l

26. r shiver easily.
12

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

right place in
5

NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
ÐI SÀGREE

very easily.

Everything has to be in the

12
DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE
SLIGHTLY

DI SÀGREE
SLIGHTTY

ÐI SÀGREE
SLIGHTLY

4
ÀGREE

SLI GHTLY

my room.

4
ÀGREE

SLI GHTLY

28. I can't get used to noises
12

DISÀGREE DISAGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

29. I am fussy about the kind of
12

345
NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREE
ÀGREE OR STIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE

desk and chair that I have when studying.
34s

NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREE
ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE
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30. When I e¡ork at a desk, I prefer to have a desk lamp, rather thanjust the ceiling 1ights.
12345

DISAGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE AGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

31. I will adjust or request others to adjust the temperature if I am not
comf ortabl.e.

12345
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

32. Sometimes noises get on my nerves and get me irritated.
12345

DISÀGREE ÐISAGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

33. I dislike dust settling out on furniture in rny room.

12345
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR STIGH?LY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

34. rn a classroom, r prefer fLuorescent lighting over incandescent
( tungsten ) L ight in9.

12345
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE AGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

ÐI SAGREE

35. Even music I normally like will bot.her me if I'm trying to concentrate.
12345

ÐISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR STIGHTLY STRONGLY

ÐI SAGREE

36. I like bright sunny days better than an overcast day without any rain
or snow.

12345
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE AGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SAGREE

I would much prefer to work in my own smalL office than
where I could see my co-workers.

1234
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY

DI SÀGREE

It bothers me to hear the sounds of everyday living from
( footsteps, runn ing nater, etc ) .

1234
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY

ÐI SÀGREE

in a large one

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

ne ighbors

5
AGREE

STRONGLY

37.

38.
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39.

40.

41 .

Srnall changes in temperature bother me.

123
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR

DI SÀGREE

If I sit for quite a while at a desk, I
123

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR

DI SÀGREE

when I $rant to be aLone, it disturbs me

123
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER
STRONGLY SLÎGHTLY ÀGREE OR

DI SÀGREE

experience pains in my back.
45

ÀGREE ÀGREE
SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

to hear outside noises.
45

AGREE ÀGREE
SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

4
ÀGREE

SLIGHTTY

5
AGREE

STRONGLY

42. Temperature affects my moods.

1

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

43. I am sensiÈive
1

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

2
DI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

to odours

2
DI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

44. I can' t concent.rate when

3
NEI THER
AGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

in the environment.
3

NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

there are a lot
3

NEI THER
AGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

of things going on around

45
ÀGREE ÀGREE

SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

4
ÀGREE

SLI GHTLY

4
ÀGREE

SLI GHTLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

me.

45. Temperature affects my activities.

1

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

1

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

In a i.ibrary,
if they do it

1

DI SAGREE
STRONGLY

I will move if
1

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

2
DI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

2
DI SÀGREE
SLIGHTLY

DI SAGREE
SLI GHTLY

i t di sturbs
quietly.

2
DI SÀGREE
STJI GHTLY

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

of the outdoor

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

4
ÀGREE

SLIGHTLY

air in winnipeg
4

ÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

is acceptable.
5

ÀGREE
STRONGLY

46. I think that the qualiry
12

47. me when people carry on a conversation even

345
NEITHER AGREE ÀGREE
ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SAGREE

air draft where I am sitting.48. there is an

2
DI SÀGREE
SLIGHTLY

3
NEI THER
AGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

4
ÀGREE

SLI GHTLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY



49. I pay a Iot of attention to
12

DISÀGREE DISAGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

50. There are often times when

12
DISAGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

51. Stuffy air bothers me when f

the windchill

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

want compLete

3
NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

am working at
3

NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

factor in the

4
ÀGREE

SLI GHTLY

silence.
4

ÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

a job or

4
ÀGREE

SLI GHTLY

Noise
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weather forecast.
5

ÀGREE
STRONGLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

1

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

1

DI SAGREE
STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE
STRONGLY

2
DI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

2
DI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

ÐI SÀGREE
SLI GHTLY

studying.
5

AGREE
STRONGLY

52. Motorcycles ought to be reguired to have bigger mufflers.
3

NEI THER
ÀGREE OR
DI SÀGREE

4
ÀGREE

SLl GHTLY

5
ÀGREE

STRONGLY

53. There shoul-d be temperature

12
controls in every room.

345
NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREE
ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
ÐI SÀGREE

the winter makes it uncomfortabl-e for me.

345
NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREE
ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE

a place thatrs noisy.
345

NEITHER AGREE ÀGREE
ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE

in the weather rather than

45
ÀGREE ÀGREE

SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

54. The dry air in buildings in
12

DISÀGREE ÐISÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

55. I find it hard Èo relax in
12

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY

56. I prefer a day with some variety and change
it being the same all day.

123
DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY AGREE OR

DI SÀGREE

57. Classrooms are too brightly 1it.
12345

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

58. I get mad at people who make noise that keeps me from falling asleep
or getting work done.

12345
DISÀGREE DISAGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREE
STRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE
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59. with fluorescent lighting, I often notice flicker.
12345

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE

60. I find it hard to feel- comfortable if the temperature is not to myliking.
12345

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLTGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
D] SÀGREE

61. I wouldn't Live in an apartment with thi.n waLls.
12345

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER AGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SAGREE

62. I am sensitive to lighting.
12

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
ÐI SÀGREE

63. I am sensitive to temperature.
12

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE AGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY AGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SAGREE

64. f am sensitive to noise.
12345

DISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY SLIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY
DI SÀGREE

65. uy environment is very important to me.

123
ÐISÀGREE DISÀGREE NEITHER ÀGREE ÀGREESTRONGLY STIGHTLY ÀGREE OR SLIGHTLY STRONGLY

DI SÀGREE

This is the end of the EnvironmentaL Àttitudes Scale,please check your ansner sheet to make sure you are atanswer number 65.. If not, then would you ruñ throughthe questions again.

REMINDER:
Place Name¿ SEîdent Number, Country
of Birth, etc. on the IBM sheet.
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Àppendix B

OFFICE TÀSKS



INTRODUCTION

Please place all finished
in front of you. There should
do the tasks. Raise your hand
penc i ì- .

Noise
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jobs in the bottom file bin
be a pencil on your desk to
if you do not have a

wercome to office Environment. Arr instructions arewritten in this booklet and/or tape recorded, so please
read and listen to each set of instructions careturry
before proceeding. If at anytime you have questionsl
please raise your hand.

In this research project, we are interested in how
pgoplg perform jobs that are similar, or perhaps evenidenticar, to those carried out by workers in ãrr types ofoffices. So, you.are going to spãnd part of a "worËingday" in this particular "office".

You wiII be given some jobs to do, and at the end ofyour work period we will ask you some questions. Thematerials that you will need for each part of this
experiment are placed on the desk in fiont of you. Inorder to create a reasonably rearistic work environment,y¡e wi l-r provide some tape-recorded of f ice sounds atappropriate times in the experiment..

À chime will sound when you are to begin and stop aparticular job. Here is what the chime sounds Iike.

Àt the end of the
experimentr w€ will ask
will deal with how you
oD, the office you are
yourself.

You may nol¡ turn
instructions.

office work phase of the
you a series of questions. They

feel about the job that you worked
working in, and how you feel about

to the next page for further
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ACCOUNTING LEDGER JOB

I NSTRUCTI ONS

You may remove the Àccounting Ledger Job cover page.

The first page is a sample of the job. The pages contain
a matrix of three digit numbers. These represent the
amount in dollars for a number of purchases. There are 50

rows, and 16 corumns (e-p) of these numbers. There are

three target amounLs at the top of each page. your job is
to find the target amounts in the matrix and mark their
positions in the space provided. once you have found each

number, then you can set the page aside in the bottom fire
bin and continue to the next page and matrix. rf you can

not find all three numbers on a page you may still
continue to the next matrix if you wish. you may not,
however, return to a previous matrix once it has been set
aside.

You may begin when the chime sounds, and continue
working until the chime sounds again. After the second

chime sounds prease stop untir you have been instructed to
cont inue.

Please work as quickly as possible.

You may set aside your instruction manual and prepare

to begin the Accounting Ledger Job.
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PERCEPTUÀL TÀSK

I NSTRUCTT ONS

This job involves the four piles of papers in front ofyou. They are numbered from 1 to 4. Do not 1ook at them
vçt. Here is what you will have to ao@
diagram on it. Each pile of paper contains a ditterent
figure. When you turn over a paper, your task is to tlace
over the diaqram with the pencil provided. This tras Eãlã
done according to two rules:
1. You are not permitted to trace or cross over any line

you have drawn.

2. You are not permitted to lift your pencil from the
paper.

There are other restrictions
can only work at a paper for
seconds a chime will sound.
these 4O-second trials on a f
not succeed in tracing over a
will then have the choice of
pile, oF going on to the next

this job. You
At the end of 40
have as many of
want. If you do
in a figurer you
from the same
pi Ie.

you can't
th the
last
You wiIl

involved in
40 seconds.
Ptt, you can
lgure as you
11 the lines
trying again
diagram and

Remember, once you've stopped working on a pile
go back to it again. If you want to continue wi
same figure after the chime you shculd turn the
attempt over and set it in the bottom bin. Then
another copy of the same figure from the pile.
again have 40 seconds to work at that figure.
Let's go over the requirements for this job once more
before we begin. When the chime sounds, you are to take apaper from pile number one. Your job is to trace over aIl
the lines of the figure vrithout tracing or crossing over
any line, or lifting the pencil from the paper. when the
chime rings again, you can go to the next pile if you have
been successful. If you did not complete the job, you can
turn the paper over and try again by taking another paper
from the same pile, or you can go on to the figure in the
next pile. Once you have moved to the next pile you can
not go back to an earlier figure.
You may keep working until you are told to stop, completed
the task or wish to stop (then please wait for furthãr
instructions). If you have any questions, be sure to ask
the experimenter before we begin. you may begin when the
chime sounds.
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ÀDJECTIVE CHECK LIST

Below is a rist of words describing various moods andfeerings. For each one, indicate to whåt extent the wordapplies 9o yoy riqht {row. please enter your responses onthe rBM (l¿ultipre-chõice) answer sheet. Also präase placeyour name and student number on the rBM sheet in theappropriate spaces.

1.

2.

3.

¿"

6.

7.

Sleepy

Not at all
1

Peac e f u1

Not at aII
1

Lively
Not at all

1

Tense

Not at all
1

Pleasant

Not at all
1

Drowsy

Not at all
1

Jittery
Not at all

1

SIightly
2

Slightly
2

S1 i ght ly
2

SIightIy
2

Slightly
2

SI i ght 1y
2

SIightIy
2

Moderately
3

Moderately
3

Moderately
3

Moderately
3

Moderately
3

Moderately
3

Moderately
3

Moderately
3

Extremely
tr

Ext remely
5

Extremely
tr

Extremely
5

Ext remely
5

Extremely
5

Ext remely
5

Ext remely
5

Qui te
4

Qui te
4

Qui te
4

Qui te
4

Qui te
4

Qui te
4

Qui te
4

5.

Qui te
4

SIightIy
2

8. Active

Not at
1

all
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9. Contented

Not at arl slightly Moderatery euite Extremely12345
1 0. Worried

Not at all srightty Moderatery euite Extremery12345-
11. Vigorous

NoÈ at all srightly Moderately euite Extremely12345
12. Nervous

Not at alr Slightry Moderatery euite Extremely12345
1 3. Energetic

Not at arr srightry Moderately euite Extremely12345-
14. Sluggish

Not at all slightry Moderately euite Extremely12345-
1 5. Relaxed

Not at all slightly Moderatery euite Extremery12345-
1 6. Tired

Not at aII Slightly Moderately Ouite Extremely12345

This is the
your answer
16. If not,
again. Then

end of the Mood Questionnaire, please check
sheet to make sure you are at answer number
then would you run through the questions
please continue on to the next page.
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OFFICE AND JOB LIST

Below is a rist of questions about the jobs and officesetting yg,, were praced in. prease enter your responses on therBM (t¿uttiple-choice) ansv¡er sheet, startiñg on nrrib"t 17.

17 - Did you find the Àccounting Ledger Job difficurt?
Not at all slightry Moderately euite Extremery123-45

18. Did you find the perceptual Task difficult?
Not at all slightly Moderately euite Extremery123-4s

19. Did you find the Accounting Ledger Job interesting?
Not at all srightly Moderately euite Extremely123-45

20. Did you find the perceptual Task interesting?
Not at all slightly Moderately euite Extremery12345

21. Did you find the office sounds disturbing?
Not at all slightly Moderately euite Extremely123-4s-

22. Do you feer that the jobs represented office tasks?

No Don't Know yes

23- Do you feel the setting represented an office environment?

No Don't Know yes

24. Indicate your sex.

Male Female

P1ease check your
anslrer number 24 ,

ansr¡¡er Sheet to make
before continuing to

sure you
the next

are at
page.
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OUESTI ONNAI RE

1. Each experiment is conducted for
What do you think was the purpose of
What v¡as being studied?

2. The experimenter usually conducts
certain results. Exactly how do you
expected to respond?

a particular purpose.
this experiment?

the study expecting
think you were

This concludes the experiment. please place thisbooklet f ace down on the desk. you may norrr leave
the experimental room. please do not discuss anypart of this experiment with anyone else. Thank
you for your participation and cooperation.
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Àppendix C

SAMPLE

TÀRGETS z 321

POSITIONS: L12

809

L49

908

F'1 5

A

1 203
2 118
3 960
4 302
5 252
6 154
7 735
I 976
9 733
10 720
11 436
12 594
13 936
14 162
'1 5 136
16 748
17 457
18 538
19 508
20 478
21 438
22 623
23 245
24 319
25 404
26 924
27 161
28 138
29 314
30 428
31 739
32 316
33 732
34 884
35 503
36 426
37 991
38 5.1.r
39 767
40 684
41 333
42 254
43 393
44 957
45 218
46 292
47 481
48 9s0
49 207
50 652

B

381
555
930
810
642
454
200
296
845
937
412
505
210
422
86s
617
368
s60
352
343
982
348
763
182
360
431
192
968
425
912
699
718
142
496
253
721
576
935
416
273
879
229
177
653
667
608
775
791
746
666

c

337
649
289
962
297
663
998
601
429
691
116
174
379
8s6
923
898
602
448
545
521
164
455
308
170
257
757
741
563
562
152
342
712
s95
251
119
997
564
166
310
298
837
469
685
669
886
921
324
864
557
597

D

220
734
156
634
641
983
709
836
631
609
535
710
212
410
311
432
779
405
783
399
789
38s
163
827
197
629
990
318
205
977
752
451
579
259
241
501
270
679
'1 40
888
528
787
628
335
157
673
144
468
815
971

E

467
524
577
133
969
430
439
483
578
842
3671'r)
992
204
185
946
434
696
742
414
384
781
707
5'1 I
423
175
160
394
167
918
731
831
574
176
415
826
996
726
658
361
965
591
551
949
777
765
792
893
272
'135

F

328
995
570
840
189
868
820
624
s53
125
678
418
835
804
908
362
610
680
861
201
334
954
703
618
382
662
573
378
458
569
700
698
231
697
958
227
701
'1 11
331
834
987
141
391
794
670
403
612
534
736
112

G

445
818
124
159
899
514
149
181
939
500
329
961
179
9s3
128
169
339
821
243
927
689
914
681
769
708
525
705
811
222
814
922
466
615
650
441
235
126
475
639
115
694
801
237
295
878
747
495
778
387
715

H

592
817
266
874
657
711
407
907
891
723
938
312
281
27 1

354
275
351
420
504
654
755
828
120
256
89s
668
979
459
725
999
285
130
611
607
123
453
599
589
606
847
704
768
121
344
350
964
887
479
885
682

I
188
132
655
802
129
945
148
796
771
290
561
743
490
s56
150
866
486
800
374
862
626
509
892
928
1 5'1
870
974
858
790
506
250
766
630
306
444
223
341
476
244
993
813
883
61 4
919
309
359
225
793
575
867

J

819
675
196
951
539
515
498
114
474
234
638
171
973
600
640
823
30s
280
632
155
356
510
647
625
494
449
193
803
392
780
233
812
143
988
260
487
730
758
706
978
286
986
646
465
s82
805
580
346
572
283

K

860
724
586
202
941
497
276
822
376
523
532
616
770
389
687
896
165
277
406
717
315
844
287
782
975
664
881
460
660
648
373
303
255
872
621
967
437
408
411
347
882
90s
456
633
529
848
855
377
760
613

L

877
s93
920
299
186
397
446
139
873
843
388
321
751
236
268
931
915
913
353
808
424
738
841
398
909
284
507
336
749
208
916
447
313
57 1

512
850
713
240
871
122
786
588
897
690
288
716
278
932
809
692

M

759
194
859
'1 34
906
970
889
419
258
180
279
516
559
942
797
875
462
902
774
325
544
158
537
491
929
702
242
349
264
327
549
413
587
719
358
676
172
300
857
113
386
34s
340
994
63s
s36
833
226
440
261

N

294
981
67 1

217
58s
153
195
530
473
788
852
396
247
145
375
364
6s6
187
830
482
320
829
665
267
798
443
636
232
695
131
522
363
215
590
402
756
581
370
198
307
972
477
744
677
520
948
488
754
293
533

o

173
876
943
502
934
s96
372
224
727
485
688
282
421
463
761
239
248
890
470
489
952
901
304
558
178
944
191
737
773
493
904
568
452
228
851
265
146
461
332
338
659
686
168
s84
216
880
190
955
940
450

P

547
206
959
326
917
531
219
947
390
764
357
750
984
274
548
484
620
795
622
672
499
540
366
492
729
806
209
262
824
383
211
517
117
554
400
693
395
740
985
603
849
365
926
839
784
546
541
785
527
137
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Àppendix D

\
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Àppendix E

Feedback Sheet

EXPERIMENT:
ENVIRONMENTAL ÀTTITUDES SCÀLE./OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

Earlier in the term you vrere requested to firl out an
Environmentar attitudes scale. onry the noise related
items of this scale h'ere actually sóored. These items arepart of a noise sensitivity scale. We needed to findnoise sensitive and insens-itive individuars to participate
in our study of office noise (office Environmenl). w€,
however, could not let individuals be aware that this
study invorved noise sensitivity as the effects of noise
have been shown to be effected by the psychologicar set
and.expectation of the subject. Through the study rre weretrying to establish the efiects and afãereffects of officenoise on performance and frustration.

Noise sensitive and insensitive subjects were placed
randomly into high 05 dB) and low (so dB) of f ice noiseconditions. The subjects were then requested to perform a
demanding search task (Accounting Ledger Job). eiter the
search task, the subjects' tolerance for frustration was
measured through the Perceptual task. Their mood states(adjective checkrist) and general attitudes (ottice and
Job List) towards the expeiiment were also obtained.

Generally the research on the effects of noise on
performance is inconsistent. It is hoped that noise
sensi!iyity will be found to mediate this rerationship.
The addition of noise sensitivity would also add to tñegrowing research on the frustration tolerance and moodstates effects of noise.
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Table 1

Octave Band Ànalysis of Office Noise

Noise Level (a¡)

Low High

Octave FiIter
Frequency Glz)

LEQ SEL MAXSPL LEQ SEL MAXSPL

WTG

31.s

63

125

250

s00

1 000

2000

4000

8000

16000

52.7

51.4

45.9

47 .5

41 .9

43 .1

A.) '7

48.3

43.3

27 .6

77 .5

7 6.2

70.7

72.3

66.7

67 .9

67 .5

73"1

68.1

52 "4

65. s

58. 0

58.0

53.4

47 .5r,

53.4

57 .1

63.3

s6"0

38.4

**

75.1

46.3

57.0

59.0

59.2

66. s

6s.3

71 .8

66.9

48. 0

37 .4

99.9 89.1

71.1 54.5

81.8 69.3

83 .8 77 .4

84.0 69.4

91.3 75.9

90.1 80.0

96.6 86.7

91 .7 79.8

72.8 58.7

62.2 40.5't

* Changed from** Leve1s too
50-100 dB to 30-80

Iow to measure
range on acoustic analyzer
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Table 2

Noise LeveI Ranoe Across Tables

Noise LeveI (ag)

Low Hi 9h

TabIe LEQ SEL MAXSPL LEQ SEL MÀXSPL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

54.0

54 .4

s3 " 5

52.0

s1.8

51.8

52.2

53.4

53. s

R2 0

78.8

79.2

78.3

7 6.8

7 6.6

7 6.6

77.0

78.2

78.3

78 "7

64.3

67 .0

63 "7

64 .4

63.0

63 .4

62.8

64.2

66 .1

70.8

77.3 102.1

77.5 102.3

77.2 102.0

75.3 100.1

74.4 99.2

7 4.8 99 .7

7 4.9 99 .7

76.6 101.4

76.3 101.1

76.8 101.6

88.9

89.7

88.0

87 .7

87 .2

87.8

87.8

87 .6

88.9

88.2
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Tab1e 3

Reverberation Time Estimates

Octave Filter
Frequency (Hz)

Time Estimates (Seconds)

Sample #1 Sample #2 Samp1e #3 Àverage't

WTG

125

500

1000

2000

4000

1 .53

1"56

1.s9

1.77

1.s6

1 .47

1 .59

1 .68

1 .62

1 .98

1.s6

1 .56

1.62 1.s8

1 .50 1 .58

1 .47 1 .56

1 .56 1 .77

1.s3 1.s5

1 .47 1 .53

Overal-I = 1 .59

Vol-ume of
*Solution

room is 63.92m3.
is based on raw data.
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Table 4

9¡+rìçjpêtr Çomponent Factor Analvsis with a Varimax
Rotation of the NSS

Fac tor

Quest i on

Q2
Q5
Qe
Q13
Q16
Q20
Q24
Q28
Q32
Q3s
Q38
Q41
Q44
Q47
Qs0
Q52
Qss
Q58
Q61
Q64

0.081
0. 148

-0.009
0.154
0.205
0.734**
0"117
0.245
0.513**
0.613**
0.076
0.368
0.619**
0.472r,
0.650r,*
0.165
0.435¡k
0 "577*r,0.288
0.520**

0.021
0 .47 2*
0. 195
0.489*
0.190

-0.089
0.628**
0.332
0.360
0.043
Q.728t x
0.560,r*
0.245
0.290
0.19s
0.038
0.390
0.209
0.014
0.340

0.566**
0 "233
0 . 601 *'t
0.012
0.184
0.057
0 .414
0.382
0 " 051
0 .177
0.02s

-0.054
-0.008
0.198
0.055
0.601**
0.268
0 .12s
0.376
0 .404

-0. 04 1

-0.036
-0 .102
0.489

-0.556**
-0.002
-0.069
-0.405*

0.0s1
-0.049
-0.076
-0.043
-0.249
0.203
0 .124
0 .124

-0 .1 62
-0.012

0 . 521 't*
-0.161

% Yar iance
Account for 26.99 7.08 5"78 5.57

Factor Labels Concentrat ion
disturbance

loud disturbs
noise activities

mi Id
noise

** Criterion for Loading = 0.50* Criterion for Loading = 0.40
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Tab1e 5

Frincipal Çomponent Factor Ànalvsis with a Varimax
Rotation of the ACL

Factor

Question 4

Q1
Q2
03
Q4
Qs
Q6
Q7
Q8
Qs
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q1s
Q16

-0.118
-0.049
0.755**
0. 180
0.157

-0.044
0. s63
0.887*'k

-0.005
0.000
0.730**
0.179
0.859**

-0.240
-0 .112
-0.267

0.845**
-0.057
-0.309
0.065

-0 .07 1

0.899**
0 "291

-0.132
-0.205

0. 135
-0. 1 78
0.020

-0. 1 84
0 "722x,+
0 "023
0 .7 91*¡,

-0. 1 57
0.800**
0.067

-0 .432
0.731**
0. 102

-0 "2480.060
0.338
0.013

-0.1 80
-0.071

0.071
-0. 1 28
0.834**

-0.075

0.033
-0. 1 s4
0.174
0 " 673**

-0.075
0.0s3
0 "442*

-0.029
-0.226
0.815**
0 .214
0.872x*

-0.020
0.191

-0.123
0.078

% Yar iance
Àccount for 25.80 24 "39 11.03 7 .01

Factor Labels Arousa I Fatigue WelI-being Stress

** Criterion for Loading = 0.60* Criterion for Loading = 0.40
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Table 6

Suþiectis Perception of the Office Tasks
and Office Environment Under Hiqh ñoise

Percentage of Responses

Question No Don't Know Yes

Jobs representative of
office tasks?

Setting representative of
office environment?

30.0
(¡¡=12)

15.0
(N=6)

40.0
(¡¡=16)

22.5
(H=9 )

30.0
(H=12)

60.0
( N=z¿ )

Note: Percentages may not
their ansvrer sheets

total 1 00% as some subjects marked
incorrectly.
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Tab1e 7

Suþiectls Perception of the Office Tasks
and Office nnvironment Under Low ñoise

Quest ion

Fercentage of Responses

No Don't Know Yes

Jobs representative of
office tasks?

Setting representative of
off ice environment?

37.5
(N=15)

15.0
(u=6 )

22.5
(H=9 )

20.0
( ¡l=8 )

37 .5
(N=1s)

65"0
(N=26 )

Note: Percentages may not
their ansh'er sheets

total 100% as
incorrectly "

some subjects marked
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Tab1e I
Post Experimental Ouestionnaire (ouestion 1 )

Subjects(frequency)

Sensitive Insensitive

Purpose of Study Hi sh Low High Low

Distraction of noise

Mood changes

Dif ferential performance
on different tasks

Sex differences

Time pressure

Office environment effects
Don't know

6

4

6

3

tr

7

6

3

2

3

6

1

2

3

2

3

5

2

1

2

3

2

3
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Table 9

Post Experimental Ouestionnaire (Ouestion 2)

Subjects(frequency)

Sensitive Insensitive

Expected Performance High Lov¡ Hi 9h Low

Better without the
distraction of noise

Mood changes

Dif ferential performance
on different tasks

Sex differences

Good Subject

Don't know

'1 
1

4

2

I
6

7

5

4

1

2

2

1

2

5

2

1

1

5

3

4

4
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Figure Caption

Fiqure 1. The interaction effects of 1evel and sex on

fatigue as refrected on the Àdjective checkrist after
exposure to noise.
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